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Nederlandse samenvatting
Supply chain management zorgt voor de planning van de operationele
stappen binnen de logistieke keten van een bedrijf. Om de vraag van de
klant te voldoen moet genoeg van het gevraagde product geproduceerd
worden. De productieplanning en grondstofplanning moeten echter veel
vroeger aangestuurd worden. Hierdoor dienen de planningsbeslissingen
genomen te worden op basis van een inschatting van toekomstige vraag-
volumes. Deze beslissingen hebben een grote impact op tewerkstelling,
productieplanning, gebruik van capaciteit en op voorraadniveaus. De ver-
koopvoorspellingen zijn dan ook een belangrijke input in het proces van
supply chain management. Door betere inschattingen van de toekomstige
vraag kunnen zeer dure beslissingen vermeden worden, zoals spoedbestel-
lingen plaatsen, gebruik moeten maken van overuren of het aanhouden
van een veel te grote voorraad.
Verkoopvoorspellingen worden typisch gemodelleerd door historische
voorkomende patronen in de data te extrapoleren naar de toekomst. Dit
kunnen seizoenspatronen zijn of trend gebaseerde patronen. Echter, door
externe informatie mee te nemen in de verkoopvoorspellingen, kunnen
deze voorspellingen verbeterd worden. Planners en verkoopvoorspellers
binnen een bedrijf voegen ook eigen inzichten toe in het voorspellingspro-
cess van de toekomstige vraag. Op basis van externe informatie die voor
hen beschikbaar is, of op basis van management inzichten veranderen ze
de statistische verkoopvoorspellingen. Dit process van manuele aanpas-
singen is echter zeer arbeids intensief, waardoor dit process een hoge kost
heeft, en het niet schaalbaar kan worden ingezet. Verder zijn deze ma-
nuele toevoegingen snel vatbaar voor persoonlijke bias en inconsistent ge-
drag. In de literatuur zijn er quantitatieve modellen onderzocht die ex-
terne data beschouwen. Het werk van Huang et al. [61] en Ma et al. [88]
neemt prijsdata en promotionele data mee om de verkoopvoorspellingen
te verrijken. Externe informatie die geen directe link heeft met de eigen
producten werd onderzocht door Bertrand et al. [16]. Dit werk bespreekt
het belang van weersinformatie in de retail sector. Arunraj et al. [6] neemt
deze informatie mee in de verkoopvoorspellingen om de verspilling van
voedsel te verminderen binnen een retail context.
xvii
xviii Nederlandse samenvatting
Het besproken onderzoek is echter zeer gericht op het verbeteren van
verkoopvoorspellingen op product niveau, met het oog op het verbeteren
van de operationele planning. De beslissigen van supply chain manage-
ment spelen zich echter af op een hoger niveau, en over een groter geogra-
fisch gebied. Daarom is er dan ook meer onderzoek nodig op dit gebied.
Tegenwoordig werken bedrijven binnen een globale context. Dit betekent
dat er beslissingen over landen of continenten heen moeten worden geno-
men. Capaciteit is hierbij een goed voorbeeld. Het inplannen van de ge-
bruikte productiecapaciteit kan namelijk heel gemakkelijk worden aange-
past over verschillende productiefabrieken die wereldwijd verspreid zijn.
Natuurlijk zijn er hiervoor verkoopvoorspellingen op dit zelfde niveau no-
dig. Macroeconomische indicatoren kunnen in hierbij voorspellende con-
textinformatie bevatten over veranderingen in globale vraagpatronen en
vraagdynamieken. Door deze als leidende indicatoren mee te nemen in de
verkoopvoorspellingen kan de nauwkeurigheid van deze verkoopvoorspel-
ling verbeterd worden. Dit is vooral veelbelovend in een volatiele business
omgeving.
Op globaal niveau is er nog maar weinig onderoek hierover uitgevoerd.
In onderzoek die leidende indicatoren in beschouwing neemt, wordt de
macroeconomische data van het bruto binnenlands product vaak gebruikt
als benadering voor de economische activiteit. Dit is echter een geag-
gregeerde indicator, en geeft geen details over specifieke fluctuaties in
de verschillende economische sectoren. De verschillende sectoren van de
economie kunnen afzonderlijk bekeken worden indien er meer gedetail-
leerde macroeconomische indicatoren worden geı¨ntroduceerd. De indiato-
ren kunnen informatie bevatten over een brede waaier van sectoren, zoals
werkgelegenheid, onderwijs, consumenten vertrouwen, business vertrou-
wen, import en export, bouwsector, overheidsbudgetten en andere. Door
al deze macroeconomische indicatoren te beschouwen op een zeer gede-
tailleerd niveau zorgt dit er voor dat de totale set van indicatoren van een
grote omvang wordt. Verschillende statistische agentschappen, zoals nati-
onale banken, IMF, ECB, Eurostat, FRED en OESO, publiceren steeds meer
van deze gedetailleerde macroeconomische indicatoren.
Het overvloedig aanbod aan externe beschikbare indicatoren maakt dui-
delijk dat er een selectie zal moeten worden gemaakt. Helaas is er in een
supply chain context vaak maar een beperkte hoeveelheid aan historische
data beschikbaar, wat het bijzonder moeilijk maakt om de identificatie van
de meest relevante indicatoren te doen. Bovendien worden vele van deze
indicatoren gepubliceerd op maandelijkse frequentie, of zelfs op een lagere
frequenties. Indicatoren op lagere frequenties (op kwartaalbasis of jaar-
lijks) hebben echter te langzaam data beschikbaar voor verkoopvoorspel-
lingen. Tactische beslissingen op globaal niveau hebben namelijk verkoop-
voorspellingen nodig op middellange en lange termijn. Intelligentie uit
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macroeconomische indicatoren daarintegen, is ideaal geschikt om dit voor-
spellingsproces te ondersteunen. Naast de grote uitdaging om de juiste in-
dicatoren te selecteren, zijn er nog andere moeilijkheden. Het optimale lei-
dende effect van elke indicator moet afzonderlijk worden geı¨dentificeerd.
Dit zorgt er voor dat de complexiteit van het probleem substantieel toe-
neemt. Ook moet de intelligentie uit de leidende indicatoren worden ge-
combineerd met de historische patronen die reeds aanwezig is in de ver-
koopsdata.
In dit onderzoek stellen we een methodologie voor dat informatieve
indicatoren selecteert met hun bijhorende leidende effecten. Deze metho-
dologie combineert externe informatie met de structuur uit historische pa-
tronen van de verkoopsdata. De methodologie kan gebruik maken van
management input, die extra specifieke domein kennis in het algoritme
kan toevoegen. Vervolgens kan het model rekening houden met deze in-
put bij de selectie van de relevante leidende indicatoren. De voorgestelde
methodologie is zo opgebouwd dat deze eenvoudig in de praktijk kan wor-
den gebruikt. Hierbij wordt bijvoorbeeld vermeden dat de geselecteerde
leidende indicatoren zelf moeten worden voorspeld. Het voorspellen van
deze indicatoren zou leiden tot extra onzekerheid in het model en in de
finale verkoopvoorspellingen.
De methodologie in dit onderzoek wordt empirisch gee¨valueerd op drie
verschillende praktijkvoorbeelden. De eerste case beschouwd verkoops-
data op een globaal tactisch niveau. Bij de tweede en derde case willen
we het gebruik van dit framework uitbreiden tot op een lager beslissings-
niveau van business unit. De verschillende studies bevatten verkoops-
data van productiebedrijven: een leverancier naar de bandenindustrie, een
glasvezelfabrikant en een staalfabrikant voor machinebouw. In deze the-
sis wordt inzicht gegeven in de nauwkeurigheid van de resulterende ver-
koopvoorspellingen, de meest belangrijke types indicatoren en de meest
frequent voorkomende leidende effecten van de geselecteerde indicatoren.
De resultaten van het eerste case geven aan dat het framework in staat
is om op de huidige verkoopvoorspellingen te verbeteren. Deze conclu-
sie kan slechts gemaakt worden met de nodige voorzichtigheid omdat de
resultaten van deze studie slechts bestaat uit een beperkte hoeveelheid
verkoopsdata over verschillende continenten. Wanneer de methodologie
wordt geı¨mplementeerd op een lager beslissingsniveau is de performantie
niet noodzakelijk beter dan de traditionele technieken. Deze bevindingen
kunnen aantonen dat macroeconomische dynamieken niet significant aan-
wezig zijn op lagere niveaus.
Het effect van verkoopvoorspellingen met intelligentie uit leidende in-
dicatoren wordt nog dieper bestudeerd door de distributie van de verkoop-
voorspellingen in rekening te nemen. Hiervoor evalueren we het eerste en
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tweede moment van de voorspellingsdistributie, en het effect op de voor-
raad op fabrieksniveau. Op basis van de gemaakte verkoopvoorspellingen
met leidende indicatoren, simuleren we de productie op vijf verschillende
fabrieken. We quantificeren de impact op capaciteitsplanning via deze
productiesimulaties. We vinden dat de distributies van de verkoopvoor-
spellingen, gebaseerd op intelligentie uit leidende indicatoren smaller zijn
dan de distributies uit traditionele verkoopvoorspellingenstechnieken. In
andere woorden, er is minder onzekerheid gepaard met de verkoopvoor-
spellingen met leidende indicatoren. Dit ligt in lijn van onze verwachtin-
gen, vermits deze verkoopvoorspellingen gebruik maken van reeds gerea-
liseerde waarden van de belangrijkste leidende indicatoren.
In dit onderzoek presenteren we een methodologie die intelligentie uit
externe leidende indicatoren kan introduceren in verkoopvoorspellingen
op een tactisch planningsniveau. Het framework kan zeer grote dataset
gebruiken als input sets. De selectie van de meest relevante leidende indi-
catoren en hun leidend effect gebeurt hierbij volledig automatisch. Door
gebruik te maken van deze methodologie, kunnen supply chain manager
inzicht krijgen in de meest relevante leidende indicatoren voor hun ver-
koopsdata. De resultaten uit praktische bedrijfsstudies tonen aan dat de
voorgestelde methologie beter presteert op een tactisch planningsniveau,
in vergelijking met traditionele modellen die externe patronen projectern
naar de toekomst als in vergelijking met andere modellen die ook gebruik
maken van externe leidende indicatoren. Het is echter moeilijk om de
voordelen van leidende macroeconomische indicatoren uit te breiden naar
zeer lage beslissingsniveaus, vermits de macroeconomische dynamieken in
deze verkoopdata niet noodzakelijk aanwezig zijn. Richtingen voor verder
onderzoek worden dan ook gegeven.
English summary
Supply chain management is concerned with the planning of the opera-
tional and logistic supply chain of a company on medium to long term
horizons. In order to align procurement of raw materials and production
with the customer demand, the decision making process of supply chain
management needs to have accurate assessment of future demand. Based
on the estimates of future demand volumes, business decisions for steer-
ing the supply chain are taken. These have an impact on various areas in
the company, such as staffing levels, production planning, capacity utili-
sation and inventory levels. Therefore, sales forecasting is a crucial input
in the supply chain management process. Accurate forecasts can save the
company from making very expensive mistakes as rush orders, overtime
or excess stock.
Forecasting sales is often accomplished based on extrapolating histori-
cal patterns in the data. Including additional information can improve the
final sales forecasts. Demand planners often insert managerial insights in
the forecasting process or alter the statistical forecast by judgemental ad-
justments, based on additional information. However, these adjustments
are very labour intensive making them expensive and not scalable. Fur-
thermore, human judgement is known to be prone to bias and inconsis-
tency [80]. Quantitative methods have been proposed in research. For
example Huang et al. [61] and Ma et al. [88] consider price and promo-
tional information to enrich the sales forecasts. Exogenous information
with no direct link to specific products has been reviewed by Bertrand et al.
[16], discussing the importance of weather information in retail sales, and
Arunraj et al. [6] who includes weather information in retail forecasting to
reduce food waste.
However, this stream of research has been focussing on improving op-
erational forecasts. The decision making process of supply chain manage-
ment occurs on a higher level of aggregations. Nowadays, companies oper-
ate in a global oriented environment. This means that decisions need to be
taken on a global level. For example, capacity can easily be pooled across
different manufacturing plants around the world. This requires sales fore-
casts on the same level. Macroeconomic indicators can contain leading
context information on changing global dynamics on such a level. Includ-
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ing these leading indicators has the potential to improve sales forecast per-
formance, especially in volatile environments.
There is little research in this area, and in current research, the gross
domestic product is often used as a proxy for economic activity. However,
this is an aggregate variable, and it does not detail changes in different
economic sectors. Taking into account more detailed macroeconomic in-
dicators, these various areas of the macroeconomy will be addressed sepa-
rately. These areas include a wide range of variables: employment, educa-
tion, consumer confidence, business confidence, import and export, con-
struction, government spending, amongst others. On the other hand, by
reviewing more detailed macroeconomic indicators, this will make the set
of indicators expand substantially. Moreover, statistical agencies, such as
national banks, IMF, ECB, Eurostat, FRED and OECD, publish an increas-
ing number of potentially interesting indicators.
Clearly, a selection among these leading indicators needs to be made.
However, identifying the indicators that carry relevant information is par-
ticular challenging as limited historical sales data is available, as often the
case in supply chain environments. Furthermore, leading indicators are
published on monthly or lower frequencies, making them too slow for op-
erational forecasting. Yet, business forecasting on a tactical global level re-
quires medium to long-term forecasts, which makes these macroeconomic
indicators ideal to support the forecasting process. In addition to select-
ing the appropriate indicators, the optimal leading effect of each indicator
needs to be determined as well. This causes the dimensionality of the prob-
lem to grow substantially. Next, these indicators need to be combined with
any univariate structure that is present in the sales series.
In this research, we propose a framework that selects informative lead-
ing indicators with their respective leading effects, and combines this ex-
ogenous information with the univariate structure that is present in the
sales series. The framework allows for initial managerial input, as domain
knowledge of the sales data is often available at this level. Consecutively,
the model takes this judgement into account when selecting the relevant
leading indicators. Furthermore, this framework is designed for easy use
in practice. Moreover, It avoids the need to forecast the selected leading in-
dicators. Forecasting the indicators individually would lead to additional
uncertainty in the model.
The framework is outlined in this dissertation, and empirically eval-
uated on three different business cases. The first case considers sales on
a global tactical level, the second and third cases extend the use of this
framework to the business unit level. The data includes sales from a sup-
plier to the tire industry, a glass fibre manufacturer and a steel manufac-
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turer for machine construction. Insight is given in the results in the fore-
casting performance, the key types of indicators and the most frequent
leading effects that are selected. The results of the first case indicate that
the framework is able improve on current forecasting practice. However,
this is only weak evidence as these results originate from a limited number
of time series. When the framework is deployed at the business unit level,
it does not outperform the benchmark techniques. This suggests that the
macroeconomic dynamics are not significantly present at lower levels of
aggregation.
The formulated forecasts with leading indicators are further investi-
gated with regards to the first and second moment of the forecast distribu-
tion. Therefore, we evaluate the framework on supply chain planning for
the plant level. We review the impact on capacity planning via production
simulations, based on sales forecasts with leading indicators. We find that
the forecast uncertainty related to our modelling framework with leading
indicators is less, compared to traditional benchmarks. This is intuitive, as
the forecasts rely on realised values of the leading indicators.
In this dissertation, a framework is introduced to incorporate intelli-
gence from external leading indicators in to the sales forecasting process
on a tactical level. The framework can manage very large sets of external
variables. It is able to fully automatically select the most relevant lead-
ing indicators and their temporal effect. This framework allows decision
makers in supply chain management to obtain insight in the most relevant
leading indicators for their sales. We apply our methodology to a real life
case study on tactical level. We find that our methodology outperforms
both univariate benchmark models and textbook models that include ex-
ternal leading indicators. However, we see that the benefit of including
macroeconomic leading indicators is difficult to expand on lower levels of
aggregation, as macroeconomic dynamics may not be present there. Some
directions for future research are given.

1
Introduction
1.1 Research motivation
Sales forecasting is important in the daily operations of companies. How-
ever, generating accurate forecasts for future demand is a difficult task.
Yet, these are one of the fundamental inputs for planning decisions through-
out the supply chain and essential in optimising operations. The estimates
of future demand volumes can support decision makers to identify issues
early on. Moreover, it can provide a tool for balancing future demand
and current supply better. Accurate forecasts can save the company from
making very expensive mistakes as rush orders, overtime or excess stock.
However, not being able to supply a customers’ demand is potentially even
more expensive. This leads to missed sales and missed revenue, but it can
lead to missed accompanied sales and to losing customers in the long term
as well. The resulting business decisions in the supply chain operations
may vary from determining staffing levels, balancing production with the
current capacity, planning inventory levels and procurement of raw mate-
rials. Estimating future demand more accurately is critical for meeting it,
while minimising inventory and other related costs. Furthermore, the sales
forecasts are an important input to other departments such as marketing,
finance and budgeting.
Forecasting sales is often accomplished based on historical patterns
in the data. However, including external information can improve the
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sales forecast performance [28], especially in volatile environments. Ear-
lier work has looked at including additional information from within the
supply chain, see for example Aviv [9], Trapero et al. [126] and Williams
et al. [137]; as well as price and promotional data [61, 88]. Other work
looked at the importance of information outside the supply chain. Bertrand
et al. [16] discusses the importance of weather information in retail sales,
and Arunraj et al. [6] includes this into the forecasting model to reduce
food waste in retail. However, this stream of research has been focussing
on improving operational forecasts. Deeper research is necessary in in-
cluding external information, as this has potential to improve sales fore-
casts. This is where this research is located.
Macroeconomic indicators can contain leading contextual information,
such as changing global economic conditions. Companies already review
their national markets looking at the evolution and future expectations of
economic indicators. To illustrate the potential of macroeconomic leading
indicators, we give following example in the tire market, which is highly
sensitive to external effects. An economic upswing causes increased road
haulage, and more trucks transporting goods makes truck tires to wear
faster. As a consequence, replacement tire consumption goes up. How-
ever, the tire industry can be divided into two main end market segments:
replacement tires and tires for new vehicles. If the economic upswing is
lasting, companies are planning for extra capacity, which results in new
investments and increasing tire sales for new trucks. The combined effect
has an impact on both sales volume and the timing of the sales. Truck
tires are replaced after the old ones get worn and therefore lags behind the
increased economic activity. This in turn has the potential to be a lead-
ing indicator of tire replacement sales. Analogous complex dynamics are
observed with other commercial and passenger car tires.
In this type of problem, the gross domestic product is often used as a
proxy for economic activity. However such an aggregate variable does not
detail changes in the different sectors and activities in the economic sys-
tem. On the other hand, using more detailed macro-economic indicators
that capture activities in different areas, such as education, unemployment
and healthcare, can highlight information that may play a role when fam-
ilies are replacing their car tires or buying a new car. Therefore, the num-
ber of potentially useful leading indicators increases substantially. The
number of interesting variables can increase even further, as companies
often have a global supply chain, supplying to several different markets
and countries. Different indicators will describe these various aspects sep-
arately.
Operational forecasts are formulated on the lowest planning level within
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a company, as shown in figure 1.1. The expanding pyramid illustrates
that on an operational level, a lot of individual product time series are
present and need to have a forecast. As the sales volume of these prod-
ucts is summed in the aggregation, fewer time series appear at tactical and
strategic forecasting level.
Strategical forecasting level
Tactical forecasting level
Operational forecasting level
Forecast horizon: 3-5 years
e.g. overall company sales
Forecast horizon: 1-18 months
e.g. different markets, business units
Forecast horizon: 1-6 weeks
e.g. individual products
Figure 1.1: The three traditional planning levels of sales forecasting are shown. Lower
levels have more individual time series and shorter forecast horizons.
In contrast to the operational planning level, tactical sales volume dy-
namics can be different due to the nature of planning, the longer horizons
and the business models. The tactical planning horizon of the case compa-
nies in this research are between 1 and 18 months ahead, which requires
forecasting sales for the same horizon. Good sales forecasts are essential
as this enables the management to optimise the supply chain. The need
for such a long planning horizon is explained by the following links in
the supply chain in one of the reviewed cases. On the demand side, the
orders are placed 1 to 2 months in advance, but these are sometimes al-
tered one week prior to delivery. This creates uncertainty in the final de-
mand volume and it is difficult to cope with in the planning process. On
the supply side, the procurement department requires raw material orders
4-6 months in advance to be able to conduct price negotiations. When
the final order is placed, it takes 3-4 months to deliver the raw materials.
This makes the total lead time of raw materials to vary between 7 and 10
months. Moreover, in order to optimise capacity utilisation, the future de-
mand should be known 9-12 months in advance. This makes it possible to
free the necessary additional capacity among the plants worldwide. Based
on the tactical sales forecasting, the supply chain management decides on
production planning, capacity, inventory and procurement on a tactical
level.
This lays the foundation for the motivation of our study. Our objective
in this research is to propose a methodology to automatically generate fore-
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casts for tactical horizons using relevant leading indicators and investigate
the benefits for the forecasting process. We argue that leading indicators
capture the driving forces of sales on a tactical level, but selecting the ap-
propriate leading indicators and their respective lead order is not trivial.
1.2 Problem statement
This section focuses on the challenges that arise when formulating an au-
tomatic forecasting framework for selection and modelling leading indica-
tors.
The long lead times make estimating future demand on a tactical level
especially challenging. From a statistical forecasting perspective extrap-
olative forecasting methods, such as exponential smoothing, are widely
used to produce forecasts [135]. Such methods extract time series fea-
tures, like seasonality and trend, and use them to predict future sales.
Obviously without additional information these cannot anticipate exter-
nal events and they cannot foresee an economic downturn or upswing.
Therefore these methods are unfit for tactical sales forecasting.
However, tactical level forecasts often rely on methods that extrapo-
late historical patterns (called ‘univariate methods’), which are unable to
model changing conditions in a market. This forces organisations to rely
on expert adjustments for this purpose, which are characterised by vari-
ous biases and being unstructured [37]. In contrast to a fully statistical
approach, this human interaction increases the complexity of the forecast-
ing process and severely limits the extent to which it can be automated.
An initial difficulty in working with external indicators is the size of the
problem of identifying and using the relevant information from so many
variables. In addition, the predictive nature of it makes it challenging,
particularly if experts have to rely solely on their judgement. A lot of sta-
tistical bureaus make their macroeconomic indicators publicly available,
inevitably resulting in excessive amounts of data. Yet, these indicators
could improve long-term forecasts. Therefore, modelling this process in
an appropriate way is necessary and this research aims to formulate such
a framework.
A second difficulty is that these leading indicators are typically pub-
lished on monthly or lower frequency, making them too slow for forecast-
ing for operational purposes. However, for medium to long-term horizons,
these macroeconomic indicators could enrich the forecasts. In several sec-
tors, tactical forecasting that supports plans for raw materials, labour, ma-
chine resources and financial planning, has a horizon of 3 to 12 months
ahead. In this context macroeconomic information is relevant.
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A third additional difficulty are the current technical constraints. Al-
though a lot of external data might be present, typically only a small sam-
ple of historical data is available in companies. It is common to have only
three to five years of historical sales to build forecasting models. Consid-
ering monthly data, this results in time series with 36 to 60 trainig points.
Reasons for the limited historical data can be found in changes in prod-
ucts, target markets and IT systems. Naturally, this complicates statistical
variable selection.
1.3 Research objectives
This dissertation examines the relevance of including macroeconomic lead-
ing indicators for tactical sales forecasting. The main goal of this research
is to develop a modelling framework that can select and model exogenous
indicators and their leading effects.
The central research question that we address in this work is: Can
macroeconomic data enrich and improve tactical forecasting? This question
can be split up into following aspects:
• How to deal with a massive set of predictors, as currently available?
The available exogenous macro-economic indicators are numerous
and a lot of them are publicly available from various statistics agen-
cies and central banks around the world. The amount of available ex-
ternal data has vastly increased over the last few years. Many of the
proposed models in the literature only consider a small set of vari-
ables, and the question of how to effectively cope with a very large set
of indicators remains. In this, we want to reduce the dimensionality
of the initial problem, and estimate the impact of the indicators that
are incorporated in the model.
• How to make a selection of the variables?
Selecting a subset from the initial pool of indicators reduces the di-
mensionality of our problem. Furthermore, by selecting this subset,
we identify the most relevant indicators from the overall set in re-
spect to the considered sales time series. However, it is common that
in practice only limited sales history is available. This is also known
as the ‘short and fat data problem’, where the number of potential
predictors greatly exceeds the number of available data points. As a
result, there are insufficient degrees of freedom to estimate the full
model. The increasing dimensionality makes that calculation time
and memory requirement rapidly increase with the increased num-
ber of dimensions of the data.
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• How to estimate the optimal leading effect of indicators?
Indicators can exhibit relevant information in advance for forecast-
ing the sales series. We call this the ‘leading effect’ of an indicator.
This leading effect can be short (e.g. one or two periods), or long
(e.g. nine or ten periods). As a result, it is required to estimate the
appropriate leading effect in time for every selected indicator. Con-
sidering this temporal effect of leading indicators results in a much
bigger problem with pl  n, where l is the leading effects examined.
We refer to the increased complexity of the leading effect estimation
as Temporal Big Data.
• How to combine univariate information from past historical patterns
and the exogenous information of the macroeconomic indicators?
Sales time series can exhibit repetitive patterns, which can be iden-
tified by structures such as seasonality or autoregressive processes.
These univariate structures can be identified in past data of the time
series, and do not require any additional external data. Obtaining
these structures is cheaper in terms of computational effort and model
complexity. We now want to combine this information with exoge-
nous information in one model. How to best identify and select the
univariate and exogenous information, and combine both is an open
question.
• Can we improve forecast accuracy of tactical sales forecasts with a
selection of macroeconomic indicators?
Tactical sales forecasts typically have a medium-to-long forecast hori-
zon, which makes them challenging to forecast accurately. In our
proposed framework, we review macroeconomic indicators to help
the forecast model. In order to quantify the different performances of
our framework to benchmark models, we need to adopt a summaris-
ing error measure. However, each summarising metric has draw-
backs, and an ill-chosen error metric could make our analysis prone
to bias. To account for this, we review several different established
accuracy measures to assess the forecasting results.
• What is the impact of this framework in supply chain management
for tactical capacity planning?
The tactical sales forecasts are a central input in the demand plan-
ning and supply chain planning process. Forecasting accuracy met-
rics assess point forecasts of the models, but ignore higher moments
of the forecast distribution. Nevertheless, the uncertainty around
the point forecast is of great importance when making planning de-
cisions. We want to assess the impact of our framework on tactical
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capacity planning. Therefore, we need to determine the forecast ac-
curacy of the models, with their respective performance on produc-
tion planning, capacity utilisation, inventory and service level.
• How can we use this framework in practice?
Additional constraints come into place when deploying this frame-
work in practice, especially when considering a forecasting setting,
in which future values of the indicators are unknown. Addressing
this factor is indispensable to real-world use in a company context.
Although forecasting the indicators individually might seem an ap-
pealing approach, this would introduce additional uncertainty to the
sales forecasts.
1.4 Research outline
This dissertation starts with an introduction in qualitative and quantita-
tive approaches in forecasting in Chapter 2. Here, forecasting via hu-
man judgement and forecasting via extrapolation are discussed. Next, an
overview of past research that has been conducted on economic and sales
forecasting considering additional external variables is presented. Sec-
tion 2.3 has been peer-reviewed and published. Chapter 2 concludes with
a discussion of the state of the art research that reviews the impact of fore-
casting models on the resulting decision process. For example, inventory
performance is considered as evaluation of the forecast quality.
Our proposed methodology is outlined in Chapter 3. This framework
aims to perform both a selection from the initial set of variables and for-
mulate a forecasting model. The model inputs are discussed, reviewing
various types of information. Univariate information, such as seasonality
and autoregressive processes can contain relevant structures in formulat-
ing the forecasts. Information of exogenous leading indicators is consid-
ered on top of these. The selection of leading indicators can be aided by
including a pre-selection obtained from the supply chain managers. Next,
the concept of Temporal Big Data is introduced. This section describes the
temporal effect of identifying the optimal leading effect of an exogenous
indicator. Hereafter, we discuss how the framework is modified so it can
be used in practice. In this, we address the lack of future data of macroe-
conomic indicators and we describe how to avoid the use of individual
indicator forecasts. The selection of indicators in our methodology is per-
formed by the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO).
A deep insight is given on the implementation, optimisation and interpre-
tation of the LASSO in our framework. This chapter is an extended version
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of what has been peer-reviewed and published.
Our proposed approach is empirically evaluated on three different cases,
and the results are extensively discussed in Chapter 4 to give insight in
the performance of the formulated forecasts. This chapter has been peer-
reviewed, published, and extended with case 2 and case 3.
Chapter 5 provides understanding in the impact for the supply chain
management. Here, we address more aspects of the forecast distribution
by looking to the point forecast and the uncertainty around these. A more
narrow forecast distribution can have an impact on production and inven-
tory management. Making use of known leading indicator data reduces
the uncertainty around the formulated forecasts. The impact on produc-
tion capacity and inventory is modelled via a simulation study to ensure
solid evaluation of the different regarded models. This chapter has been
submitted as a paper and is currently under peer-review.
A conclusion is provided in Chapter 6 of this dissertation. The main
results are summarised and refined with some practical insights. Notwith-
standing the intention of this work to provide a robust solution to deal
with exogenous leading indicators in forecasting with practical relevance,
many paths for further improvement remain open. These are identified
and proposed for future research.
1.5 Contribution and publications
Tactical sales forecasting is typically done by extrapolating historical pat-
terns. Even though a substantial amount of potentially relevant external
data is available, including this data remains an immense task. Doing this
via human judgement of the management, it is labour intensive and prone
to human bias. Statistically, the number of predictors (p) to select from
is much larger than the number of historical data points (n). Accounting
for different potential leading powers (l) of the indicators makes this prob-
lem to grow exponentially. As we mentioned in the previous sections, the
Temporal Big Data problem with pl  n cannot be solved by conventional
regression. Even if the number of variables was much smaller, including
different macro-economic indicators via multiple linear regression suffers
from multicollinearity, i.e. multiple variables contain similar information.
Notably, the multiple leading effects of the same indicator increases the
multicollinearity even further. This does not permit producing reliable
forecasts, as there is limited confidence in the estimated model parame-
ters.
Therefore the framework that we propose selects appropriate indica-
tors, amongst tens of thousands, and copes with the unknown future val-
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ues of the selected indicators. The framework selects the appropriate lead
order of each indicator and takes into account typical constraints of tac-
tical forecasting for supply chain management. An important advantage
of the developed methodology is that insight is given into which indica-
tors are selected, along with their leading effect, and their importance in
the model. A second contribution of this research is that we compare fully
statistical selection of indicators against human-aided selection, where hu-
man experts pre-select useful indicators from which the statistical model
subsequently identifies the final set of useful indicators. Furthermore, in
this research we assess the theoretical loss of accuracy between realistic
forecasting and if we were to assume that the future values of indicators
were known.
We evaluate our framework in several case studies of tactical forecast-
ing. We use a pool of 67,851 macro-economic indicators to enhance the
current forecasting process. In our methodology, we explicitly allow to
capture relevant seasonality, autoregressions and combine these with ex-
ternal leading indicators. We compare the performance of our approach
with well-established benchmark models for sales forecasting. We find
that leading indicators can improve the final forecast both in terms of accu-
racy and insights, despite the relatively short history of sales and massive
set of potential indicators. Our analysis also suggests that human experts
can add value in pre-identifying relevant broad groups of indicators, from
which a smaller set is subsequently identified using a statistical model.
Hereafter, we evaluate the impact of our approach via inventory simula-
tions to assess the first and second moment of the forecast distribution. We
find improved inventory performance when implementing the proposed
framework.
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Sales forecasting: A brief state of
the art
Business forecasting is a well-established research area that arises from sta-
tistical time series methods and economic model building [35]. Research
in this area investigates how to apply new and well-known methods for
existing time series of demand in business. In business forecasting, the
goal of the forecasting process should be clearly defined [80], as the im-
pact of having an inaccurate forecasting process is missing sales or excess
inventory.
This chapter consists of four sections. We classify the current literature
on forecasting methods in the first three sections. The first section intro-
duces judgemental forecasting with and without contextual knowledge.
One would expect that human experts can identify irregular patterns in
the data and improve the sales forecasts based on domain knowledge or
other external data. However, this is found to be false as experts have great
difficulty in identifying relevant information. In this section, the different
formulations of judgemental forecasts are reviewed and seven approaches
of recent research are outlined on how judgemental forecasting can be im-
proved.
The second section discusses methods that extrapolate historical pat-
terns to formulate forecasts. The best known category of models is the fam-
ily of models based on exponential smoothing. These models have been
researched intensively in academia and are widely used in business. Fur-
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thermore, the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) method-
ology is discussed. We briefly review the Theta method, forecast combina-
tion and forecasting demand in an intermittent context. We put special
attention to a latest stream of research in business forecasting: temporal
aggregation. This type of aggregation creates multiple series on different
frequencies to identify different data patterns.
The third section provides an overview of research in sales forecast-
ing that incorporates external information. The research is conducted in
different areas, such as fashion and retail sales, tourism demand, macroe-
conomic variables and simulation studies. The exogenous information that
is considered in these studies includes price, promotions, product proper-
ties, store location and macroeconomic variables.
The last section is devoted to established work that extends sales fore-
casts to the impact on the supply chain. Here, the uncertainty of the formu-
lated sales forecasts is discussed first. This can have a tremendous impact
on the safety stocks, as the estimated uncertainty of a sales forecast is incor-
porated in the safety stock formulas. In order to make a more fair compar-
ison of the different models, we argue that the models should be evaluated
in the context that they are used [120]. Therefore, different models can
be compared on their impact on inventory levels. In the last part of this
section on supply chain impact, we describe the work done on quantifying
a sales forecast to its inventory impact via techniques, such as inventory
simulation models.
2.1 Qualitative approach: judgemental forecast-
ing
In this section, we review the state of the art on judgemental forecasting.
These forecasts, formulated by human experts are expected to play an im-
portant role in including additional domain or contextual knowledge, such
as promotions and competitors actions. However, judgemental formulated
forecasts are prone to systematic biases and large errors, the tendency to
see patterns where none exist and the illusion of control with an excessive
and unfounded confidence in their correctness [80].
2.1.1 Formulation of judgemental forecasting
Three types of judgemental forecasts can be considered: forecasting a time
series with no domain or context knowledge, forecasting with context knowl-
edge, and adjusting a given statistical forecast. Judgemental forecasting
with no contextual knowledge has been discussed by Makridakis et al.
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[89] in the M1 forecasting competition. This forecast competition com-
pared 1001 real-life time series (annual, quarterly and monthly seasonal
and non-seasonal series) from a diverse domains as stock markets, sales,
demographic and financial markets. The study concluded that judgemen-
tal forecasting was at least as accurate as statistical techniques. Research
that considers modelling the judgemental forecasts gives more insight in
the judgemental process. For example, Lawrence and O’Connor [81] found
that an expert behaves as a single exponential smoothing model with a
smoothing constant depending on the time series behaviour. Furthermore,
the expert’s judgement can be modelled as anchor and adjustment [82].
The anchor point is the average of recent time series values, and the ad-
justment is the proportion of deviation of the most recent value from this
average. However, complex structures in the time series make judgemental
extrapolation very biased, due to different beliefs of the nature of the se-
ries. Structures as seasonality, business cycles, trends, responses to shocks
and noise level make it difficult for the expert to uncover the underlying
signal. Group interactions can improve forecasting accuracy when mem-
bers have access to different information, but groups are prone to encour-
aging their optimism, resulting in biased forecasts.
The second type of judgemental forecasts includes domain knowledge
of the series. This is special information such as information on the prod-
uct of the time series, knowledge that a downward trend is present, or
other causal information that is associated with the time series. Here, do-
main knowledge represents the unmodelled component of the time series.
The intimate product knowledge (e.g. individual promotions, distribution
outlets, competitors actions, sourcing or raw materials) leads to a more
accurate sales forecasting [31].
The third type of judgemental forecasts is made upon statistical fore-
casts. These judgemental adjustment were found to be most advanta-
geous especially when making large adjustments [95]. Also, negative ad-
justments increase forecast accuracy more often than positive adjustments
[37]. Three reasons are giving for their improved performance: (i) timing
and very up-to-date knowledge, (ii) intimate knowledge of factors that are
not in the statistical model and (iii) self-serving bias and commitment (e.g.
marketing expenses) to alter declining sales.
2.1.2 Resulting judgemental forecasts
Point forecasts are most common in sales forecasting with judgement. How-
ever, other types of judgemental forecasting exist as well.
Probability forecasts provide insight into the probability that a certain
event or demand will occur. It is typically used in risk analysis and fore-
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casting weather, economics and technologies. The forecast probabilities
can be checked with the relative frequency of occurrence. Although their
use is limited in demand forecasting, research showed that this technique
is vulnerable to overconfidence, recency bias (influenced by recent events),
advocacy bias (over-promising on forecasts) and inconsistencies (different
forecasts under identical information conditions). Price and Stone [104]
argue that a confidence heuristic can alter under/overconfidence.
Prediction intervals or interval forecasts consists of an interval upper
and lower value, where the future demand will lay in. The size of the
judgemental interval is influenced by trend, seasonality, series variability
and presentation scale of the series. For example, the interval becomes
wider for trended time series. In many studies, judgemental prediction
intervals exhibit overconfidence, especially in highly variable series. This
overconfidence is found to disappear when shifting from 95% prediction
intervals to 50% prediction intervals [97]. Reasons for these overly narrow
prediction intervals are given by Jrgensen and Sjberg [71]: (i) interpreta-
tion difficulties of confidence percentage, (ii) hidden agendas, (iii) impact
on project planning, (iv) having point forecasts as anchors and (v) the lack
of meaningful and immediate feedback.
2.1.3 Improving judgemental forecasting accuracy
In this last section, seven findings from recent research are given on how
to improve the accuracy of judgemental forecasting. First, giving feed-
back to the forecaster on accuracy and bias of past forecasts can enable
the forecaster to learn [37, 52]. Second, decomposition of the time series
and presenting smaller and less cognitive demanding tasks appeared to
have good results. That is to say, decomposing the series via a multiplica-
tive or additive structure and estimating special events separately. How-
ever, an increased number of judgements required by the decomposition
induced fatigue. A third strategy is to combine judgemental forecasts with
other judgemental forecasts or with statistical forecasts. This can be done
via simple or weighted averages, or a judgementally adjusted combina-
tion. Fourth, taking advice combines additional insights with the prior
estimates. Yaniv [139] found improved forecast performance when advice
comes from independent sources. The weight of this advice depends on
the reputation of the source. Fifth, judgemental bootstrapping has shown
to lead to more accurate predictions, as it averages out the forecasters’ in-
consistencies. The predicted error can be used to correct the judgemental
forecast [83]. Theil’s method has been found to be effective in improving
forecasting accuracy [48, 50]. This method regresses past outcomes onto
judgemental forecasts and uses the resulting model to correct future fore-
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casts. Goodwin [49] extended this method incorporating changes in the
judgemental forecaster’s biases over time. Sixth, judgemental adjustments
of statistical forecasts consists out of two steps: (i) decide if the forecast
need adjustment, and (ii) estimate the size of the adjustment. However,
the forecasters tend to read systematic patterns in the noise of the time
series. Restricting adjustments to cases where the naive forecast model
outperformed other benchmarks, can improve the forecast accuracy [136].
Forecasters made fewer adjustments when they are involved in the selec-
tion of the statistical forecast models [79]. Recoding the reason for adjust-
ment has a positive impact on the forecast accuracy [51]. Furthermore,
when a forecaster is aware that a forecasting model has omitted a variable,
judgemental adjustment may be undesirable, as the omitted variable can
be collinear with variables included in the model, inferring a double count-
ing bias [23]. Seventh, improving technical knowledge of the forecasters
improves accuracy. This conveys the statistical forecasting methods, as
well as awareness on judgemental biases [109].
Principles for improving individual judgemental forecasts have been
laid down by Harvey and Harries [54] and include Delphi, a modified
anonymised committee forecast, and intentions-to-buy surveys. Judge-
mental forecasters often misinterpret the cues in their environment, in-
cluding spurious effects, misweighting causal variables[39]. Recent work
of Petropoulos et al. [102] indicates that training a judgemental forecaster
by using a rolling origin scheme can improve his forecast accuracy and
make the forecaster better aware of the uncertainty associated with their
forecasts.
2.2 Quantitative approaches: extrapolation
In this section, we introduce the major research areas in time series fore-
casting by extrapolating past patterns. We focus on linear approaches here,
whereas the development of nonlinear time series forecasting is less sup-
ported in business. Yet, techniques such as artificial neural networks and
deep learning have an increasing research interest, but a general problem
with nonlinear models is the curse of model complexity and model over-
parametrisation.
2.2.1 Exponential smoothing
Although exponential smoothing was widely used in business and indus-
try, it did not have a well-developed statistical foundation. These models
originate with the work of Brown [20, 21], Holt [59], Winters [138] and
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provided a classification of trend and seasonal patterns, being additive
(linear) or multiplicative (nonlinear). Later, the state space formulation
of these models has been developed. State space formulation provides an
unifying framework in which any linear time series model can be writ-
ten. The categorisation of Hyndman et al. [70] of the family of exponential
smoothing divided the trend in five types: none, additive, damped addi-
tive, multiplicative and damped multiplicative, and three types of season-
ality: none, additive and multiplicative. This results in 15 different meth-
ods. Four of these are very well known in business: (i) simple exponen-
tial smoothing (SES) includes no trend and no seasonality, (ii) Holt’s linear
method includes additive trend but no seasonality, (iii) Holt-Winters’ ad-
ditive method includes both additive trend and seasonality and (iv) Holt-
Winters’ multiplicative method includes additive trend and multiplicative
seasonality. A further extension of these methods was done when Hynd-
man et al. [70] considered both additive and multiplicative errors for each
of these method, resulting in 30 state space model formulations. Further,
recent work on innovation state space models shows that nonlinear expo-
nential smoothing methods can also be derived from statistical models.
One special variation of exponential smoothing is the SES with drift.
This method lies in-between SES and Holt’s method, setting the trend
parameter to zero in Holt’s method. Hyndman and Billah [65] showed
this method to be related to the Theta method of Assimakopoulos and
Nikolopoulos [7] (discussed in 2.2.3), when the drift parameter of SES is
set to half the slope of a linear trend fitted to the data.
Some criteria have been proposed to select the appropriate model among
the different exponential smoothing models. Gardner Jr and McKenzie
[46] formulated simple rules to choose an exponential smoothing method
based on the variances of differenced time series. Hyndman et al. [70] used
the underlying state space models to select the appropriate method via the
Akaike information criterion, corrected for small-sample-size (AICc).
Exponential smoothing methods did not yield naturally statistical pre-
diction intervals for the forecasts. Early work obtained prediction intervals
by searching for statistical models equivalent to exponential smoothing.
For example, Yar and Chatfield [141] obtained prediction intervals for ad-
ditive Holt-Winters by deriving the underlying equivalent ARIMA model.
Hyndman et al. [68] derived analytically the prediction intervals for 15 of
the 30 methods, using state space models. The formulation of these predic-
tion intervals are all conditional on the model being the correct one, which
is in itself an implausible assumption. However, the adequacy of these
theoretical formulae has been proven by Chatfield et al. [25] by comparing
the prediction quantiles to the observed errors.
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2.2.2 ARIMA
Most of the time series studies in the 19th century assumed a determin-
istic world. The notion of stochasticity in time series was a major con-
tribution of Udny Yule [129], where he postulated that every time series
can be regarded as a realisation of a stochastic process. Based on this idea
of stochasticity in time series, the work of Box and Jenkins [19] provided
a coherent and versatile three-stage iterative methodology for time series
identification, estimation and verification. This Box-Jenkins methodology
had an enormous impact on time series forecasting. The formulated model
considers autoregressive (AR) terms and moving average (MA) processes,
resulting in the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA). This
methodology is very successful, as it can adequately mimic the behaviour
of diverse types of time series without requiring many parameters to be
estimated in the final model [18]. However, manually selecting the appro-
priate ARIMA model is time-consuming task. The Hyndman-Khandakar
algorithm to automate the search process of ARIMA relies on maximising
the likelihood estimation for parameter estimation and information crite-
ria for model selection [66]. Although ARIMA is a larger model class com-
pared to ETS, this does not ensure better forecasting performance. Hyn-
dman and Athanasopoulos [64] discusses the M3 results, stating that the
larger model space of ARIMA models introduces additional uncertainty,
harming its forecasting performance. For annual time series, ARIMA out-
performed ETS in the M3 competition, while ETS outperformed ARIMA
for seasonal M3 data [69].
2.2.3 Theta method
The method modifies the local curvature of a time-series through a coeffi-
cient θ on the second differences of the data. The Theta method performed
extremely well in the M3-competition. The model is essentially a decom-
position approach that combines two extrapolations of the local curvatures
of the time series [94]. One extrapolation captures the short term infor-
mation via a naive model or SES, and the other one is a linear regression
extrapolation to capture the long or medium term trend.
2.2.4 Forecast Combination
Combining quantitative forecasts that are obtained from very different
time series methods and different sources of information can improve fore-
cast accuracy. A summary of research on this is given by Clemen [26]. Pool-
ing or combining forecasts reduces the forecast error variance and assesses
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the diverging model uncertainty in terms of model specification and esti-
mation [8]. When forecasts originate from different sources, their forecasts
are based on different types of information. In the M1 forecasting competi-
tion, Makridakis et al. [89] identified potential for combining purely judge-
mental and statistical methods, as these were less correlated among each
other, compared to combining two statistical forecasts. Numerous meth-
ods for selecting the combining weights have been proposed. Although a
simple average is the most widely used combining method, it does not ac-
commodate past performance of the different forecasting models. Using
linear regression to determine the weights in the combination of the indi-
vidual forecasts has been proposed by Aksu and Gunter [1], restricting the
sum of the weights to unity. Armstrong [4] suggests to combine at least
five different methods, using a trimmed mean weighting scheme. Larger
weights can be given to those methods which incorporate good domain
knowledge, or that should be most accurate. Kolassa [73] reviews infor-
mation criteria to derive the individual weights, with varying success on
the simple average combination. Combining forecasts with time-varying
weights was considered by Terui and van Dijk [121] and Zou and Yang
[144], to overcome potential nonstationarity among the component fore-
casts.
2.2.5 Intermittent demand
Traditional exponential smoothing models do not perform well on inter-
mittent demand data as these time series contains a lot of zero values.
Croston’s method [27] decomposes the demand series into two compo-
nents: the non-zero demand values and the time intervals between con-
secutive non-zero demands. These two series are extrapolated separately
using exponential smoothing. The final forecast is the ratio of these two ex-
trapolations, resulting in a demand rate. Syntetos and Boylan [118] proved
that this method is biased and suggested the Syntetos-Boylan Approxi-
mation (SBA) in Syntetos and Boylan [119], which formulates a forecast
by multiplying a damping factor to the Croston’s demand rate. Other re-
search [122] supports the improved forecasting performance and point out
the ease of use.
2.2.6 Temporal aggregation
The aggregation introduced in section 1.1 across different decision making
levels sums the volumes of different products time series to product group
time series. This aggregation is referred to as contemporaneous or cross-
section aggregation. However, this is not the only kind of aggregation.
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Temporal aggregation aggregates the time series on its time buckets, gen-
erating multiple series of different frequencies (i.e. monthly, quarterly and
yearly). The motivation of temporal aggregation is to reduce demand un-
certainty and thus to improve the forecasts [106]. The thorough overview
of the effects of temporal aggregation on time series models in the con-
text of both ARIMA models and GARCH processes has been performed by
Silvestrini and Veredas [111]. The effects of temporal aggregation are de-
scribed by Rossana and Seater [105]: (i) temporal aggregation complicates
the dynamics of the underlying ARIMA process (Brewer effect), (ii) high
level aggregation simplifies the underlying model to an IMA model (Tiao
effect), and (iii) aggregation results in loss of estimation efficiency due to
smaller sample size.
Recent work on temporal aggregation intends to exploit multiple levels
of aggregation simultaneously to enhance the final forecast. In Kourentzes
et al. [77], a new approach to forecast formulation was proposed. The
Multi Aggregation Prediction Algorithm (MAPA) uses temporal aggrega-
tion in combination with exponential smoothing. An exponential smooth-
ing method was used on different temporal aggregation levels in order
to identify the time series components of each aggregation level. Subse-
quently, the components were combined to formulate the overall forecast.
Temporal hierarchies [8] use temporal aggregation to construct fore-
casts on each frequency level. The algorithm then reconciles these fore-
casts by combining the all levels of aggregation, mitigating modelling un-
certainty. It is important to note that this approach is independent of fore-
casting models used. The forecast improvements originate as well from
two sources: (i) temporal hierarchies incorporate the advantages of fore-
cast combinations, and (ii) temporal aggregation strengthens the signal to
noise ratio and reduces the outlier effect at the aggregated lower frequen-
cies.
2.3 Causal or structural methods with external
predictors
Extrapolative methods rely solely on historical patterns in the data, assum-
ing many external effects as fixed for short term forecasting [35]. These
external effects can be, for example product price, market evolution, com-
petitors actions, demographic trends or macro-economic climate. How-
ever, these external effect can have a big impact in long term forecasting.
The potential of including external indicators has been explored in
sales forecasting, but limited work has been done on the level of tactical
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sales forecasting. Nonetheless, there is a clear interest from industry. The
surveys of Dalrymple [29] and Klassen and Flores [72] report that 38% and
44% of industrial firms respectively are already using leading indicators.
Both studies conclude that leading indicators are mostly used on longer
strategic forecasting horizons. Sanders and Manrodt [108] show that 56%
of the companies in their sample consider leading indicators to be impor-
tant for forecast formulation. Although these surveys indicate that com-
panies see value in leading indicators, none discuss how many indicators
are considered, or whether any statistical modelling is used. Furthermore,
organisations indicate that there is a lack of methods that are capable of
leveraging external data, which is currently typically done at a strategic
level by judgemental means, even if this compromises forecast accuracy
[135].
Including leading indicators in a forecasting model introduces two mod-
elling stages. The first stage is the selection of the appropriate leading in-
dicators from the complete set of potential ones. The second stage models
their importance and impact accordingly. Ng et al. [93] notes that models
using leading indicators introduce additional uncertainties in both stages.
Significant economic indicators might be omitted, and interdependence
between them can increase the modelling difficulty. Revisions of economic
policies, evolution of population habits or changes of national economic
structures can also alter the behaviour of macroeconomic indicators. This
complicates the formulation of forecasts even further.
Intuition and expert judgement can help in selecting such variables.
However, the sheer volume of potential indicators, further inflated by con-
sidering lagged realisations, makes the selection very difficult and labour
intensive. This is particularly relevant when scalability and automation of
forecasting is desirable. Nevertheless, incorporating market intelligence
and other available information has great potential to improve the sales
forecasts [37]. To assess these market insights, forecasting experts base
their judgement often on the economic expectations, numerically repre-
sented in economic indicators [83]. However, Leitner and Leopold-Wildburger
[85] show that human experts make inefficient use of additional informa-
tion, such as leading indicators, making the forecasts less accurate. Petropou-
los et al. [101] adds that forecasters can repeatedly make the same erro-
neous adjustments, based on inaccurate information. They persist in their
belief that large changes to the statistical forecast are needed, even when
forecasting accuracy evidence shows otherwise.
Trapero et al. [128] argues that classes of managerial adjustments of
univariate statistical forecasts can be systematised through statistical mod-
elling, leading to less biased forecasts. Research on automated selection
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and modelling of external variables has been mostly done for operational
forecasting. In several studies, external information as price and promo-
tion improved the operational forecast accuracy of retail sales [3, 57, 61,
76, 78, 127, 134]. To cope with limited historical data, Guo et al. [53]
uses prices, product information and economic indexes to improve fash-
ion forecasts. Macroeconomic information also has been used in improving
forecasting: Yap and Allen [140] found some indicators to be relevant in
forecasting turning points of Australian tourism demand, while Naser [92]
found energy consumption on a macro level contains predictive informa-
tion for national economic growth. However, to the best of our knowledge,
limited work has been done on including exogenous leading indicators on
tactical and strategic sales forecasting that this paper aims to address.
There are several approaches to select amongst multiple potentially
useful variables in the literature. Stepwise regression is very widely used
and easy to implement, but it has been criticised for being likely to retain
irrelevant variables [61]. Another drawback of stepwise regression is that
it does not scale up to big datasets. Furthermore, the stepwise selection
strategy has been shown to lead to high variance solutions that can po-
tentially overfit to the estimation sample and may have poor forecasting
performance [55]. Creating individual regressions and combining their
forecasts as described in Elliott et al. [32] is computationally demanding,
and gives limited insight in the driving forces of sales.
In the econometric literature, forecasting macroeconomic variables with
many predictors relies mainly on Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
preprocessing of the regression inputs, exemplified by Bai [11], Bai and
Ng [12, 13, 14], Boivin and Ng [17], Forni and Reichlin [40, 41], Stock and
Watson [113, 114, 115, 116, 117], among others. By vastly reducing the
dimensionality of the problem using PCA, only a small number of orthog-
onal inputs remain as inputs. Nonetheless, most of the papers do not con-
sider more than 500 predictors, as the initial sets of variables are reduced
judgementally. For instance, Lu et al. [87] documents that expert opinion is
used to select relevant indicators. PCA has also been used in a promotional
forecasting context by Trapero et al. [127] and Kourentzes and Petropoulos
[76]. Boivin and Ng [17] found that including more predictors to estimate
the common factors makes them less useful for forecasting. In addition,
PCA does not result in directly interpretable model coefficients, as these
need to be post-processed to be accounted to the original variables.
An alternative approach that can cope with variable selection when
the number of inputs is very large is shrinkage, often implemented us-
ing LASSO regression. LASSO has been successfully applied for opera-
tional sales forecasting with external information. Huang et al. [61] and
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Ma et al. [88] effectively dealt with the variable selection problem, measur-
ing the impact of each variable individually. In forecasting macroeconomic
variables LASSO has been found useful in selecting relevant predictors
[14, 22, 86, 90]. In recent years, the LASSO model has attracted increas-
ingly more interest in a variety of large data problems [125]. Here, LASSO
is promising because it gives direct insight in the final model, in contrast
to PCA, which is valuable to the users of tactical sales forecasts. Therefore
shrinkage is an attractive variable selection approach for the problem at
hand.
Table 2.2 provides an overview of the discussed literature on several
criteria: the input variable modelling approach, the context of the target
variable and the type of indicator variables. The table provides the fre-
quency of the target time series, number of target series, the sample size,
number of indicators, maximum order of lags considered, and the fore-
cast horizon. Additional information on the different column is given in
table 2.1. Note that the listed papers use a relatively small set of external
variables, and economic papers typically use long time series history. This
research is situated on the bottom line of table 2.2. Our work makes use
of a shrinkage modelling approach. The target context is tactical supply
chain demand forecasting, using macroeconomic variables as input vari-
ables. We consider monthly time series, for four target series as shown in
section 4.2.1. Our maximum training sample size is 84 data points, while
using 67,851 different indicators with a lag from 1 to 12. We forecast with
our model for horizon 1 up to 12 months ahead.
Table 2.1: Additional column information on the literature review table 2.2
Legend Explanation of the classification used
i We provide 4 distinct modelling approach categories: Shrink-
age of the parameters as in LASSO; Dimensionality reduction
as by PCA; Direct model as in regression; Other approaches
ii Target frequency legend: D=Daily, W=Weekly, M=Monthly,
Q=Quarterly, Y=Yearly, -=Not reported
iii Multiple sample size originate from different runs
iv The number of inputs without any lags
v The lags are considered of the input variables, where ‘*’
stands for not specific reported and ‘-’ for not performed
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2.4 Supply chain planning
In this section, we review the literature on the decision process that takes
the sales forecasts as input. The process of sales and operations planning
(S&OP) is the long term planning of production levels in respect to the ex-
pected sales. Within the S&OP process, resource planning is used to deter-
mine the required capacity levels to support the production plan. Efficient
long-term capacity management is vital to any production environment
[96]. However, when it comes to determining the needed capacity for pro-
duction, the uncertainty around the expected demand needs to be taken
into account.
The majority of capacity planning work has looked at the operational
side of the problem in minimising operational costs [for example, 60, 84],
or focussing on enhancing the decision making process via scenarios man-
agement [34, 131, 142]. Again, there is a growing interest of incorporating
additional information in supply chain management on strategic and op-
erational level, as discussed by Wang et al. [132]. However, additional dif-
ficulties are identified in incorporating such external information. Fildes
[35] points out that can indeed improve forecasting accuracy and the deci-
sion process, but that the external variables need to be forecasted as well.
Formulating prediction intervals to indicate the uncertainty around the
point forecasts can be done, but doing this and incorporating the addi-
tional uncertainty associated with the prediction of the explanatory vari-
ables is not straightforward [4].
The effects of demand uncertainty and forecast errors on supply chain
planning models have received some attention in the literature. Fildes
and Kingsman [38] demonstrate that not accounting for the stochastic risk
results in very poor supply chain performance. They also found that in
manufacturing problems that exhibit high demand uncertainty and conse-
quently forecast error, any improvements in accuracy should lead to sub-
stantial percentage improvements in unit costs, by eliminating waste and
inefficient planning. [33] looked at the effect of forecasting bias and de-
mand uncertainty on production planning and found mixed effects. They
argued that if bias is unavoidable, it is preferable to under-forecast and
handle the demand uncertainty and associated supply chain risk by using
safety stock, instead of being biased towards over-forecasting.
Estimating the uncertainty around a point forecast is indispensable for
tactical capacity planning and inventory control. It can be assessed by
reviewing the distribution of forecast errors. Yet, to the best of our knowl-
edge the measures of forecast uncertainty have been neglected in capac-
ity planning research. Barrow and Kourentzes [15] looked at the impact
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of the distribution of forecast errors on safety stock. They found that
more accurate forecasts, as constructed by combining different forecasts,
resulted in more symmetric distributions that demonstrated more consis-
tent in- and out-of-sample errors. Naturally, this led to lower safety stock
requirements as the risk was captured better. Kolassa [74] focussed on
evaluating forecasts of count data in retail, and argued in favour of con-
sidering the complete distribution instead of summary accuracy metrics.
Wang and Petropoulos [133] compared different statistical, managerially
adjusted forecasts and combinations of them in terms of forecast accuracy,
bias and inventory performance, concluding that inventory variance is pos-
itively affected by the variance of the forecast errors. Ali et al. [2], Babai
et al. [10] looked at the benefit of information sharing on both forecast
accuracy and inventory performance.
It is well established that enhancing extrapolative forecasts with ad-
ditional relevant information can result in better behaved and narrower
forecast error distributions. The type of relevant information depends on
the forecasting objective, for example, in an operational setting includ-
ing promotional [76, 88] or point-of-sales [126] information can substan-
tially improve forecasts. At a tactical level, because of the geographical
constraints on manufacturing capacity and inventory, the supply chain is
strongly affected by external changes [103].
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we reviewed the state of the art in business forecasting
literature. We gave a brief overview of the qualitative and quantitative
techniques that are commonly used. Quantitative methods that extrap-
olate historical patterns cannot anticipate the impact of external factors.
To accommodate for external information, judgemental forecasts can be
formulated. Alternatively, judgemental adjustments on the statistical fore-
casts can be made. This approach enables experts to use their domain
knowledge and incorporate external information. However, the human
experts process is known to be exposed to persistent beliefs, disregarding
the external information. Research on structural methods aims to over-
come this weakness by formulating a model that incorporates the external
information in a structured way. An overview of research done in this area
is given in table 2.2. The listed papers use a relative small set of exter-
nal variables and economic papers typically use long time series history.
Conversely, in this research we consider a distinct tactical sales forecasting
problem, where a very large set of potential predictor variables are avail-
able to choose from, with only limited training sample available from the
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sales history. There is very limited work in this context. This is highlighted
in the classification of table 2.2 that indicates how different the problem
characteristics of the research in this book is: selecting from a vast pool of
indicators, with limited sample size and considering a high lead order for
the input variables.
Furthermore, section 2.4 reveals that there is a clear gap in the litera-
ture in exploring appropriate forecasting models for tactical capacity plan-
ning and their impact on the required capacity decisions, or on the produc-
tion plan and the inventory on mid-term. This motivates us to quantify
the impact of our proposed framework in sales forecasting with external
macroeconomic indicators on the supply chain. While macroeconomic in-
dicators have been used successfully in forecasting macroeconomic vari-
ables [14, 22, 117], in chapter 5 , we want to assess their value on a tactical
capacity planning level.
3
Forecasting framework
In this chapter we will present our proposed forecasting framework, along
with the mathematical formulations. The chapter consists of five sections.
First, the different model inputs are outlined and a methodology flowchart
is given. The framework incorporates univariate model inputs (i.e. sea-
sonality and auto-regressive processes) and exogenous model inputs (i.e.
macroeconomic indicators and judgemental preselection on these). Then,
the framework selects the relevant variables from this set and combines
these in the final forecasting equation. The second section addresses the
concept of temporal big data; this is the vast expansion of potential pre-
dictors by considering leading effects of the indicators. Subsequently, the
third section clarifies the practical limitations of formulating a forecast
with leading indicators and provides insight in how to overcome these
problems by establishing an unconditional setup. The section thereafter
describes the variable selection method Least Absolute Shrinkage and Se-
lection Operator (LASSO) and points out in depth the mechanism of LASSO,
its optimisation and parameter estimation. We give special attention to the
motivation and practical implementation for forecasting. We explain how
the estimation of the coefficients is performed. An extension is given to
give deeper insight in the assumptions of LASSO. The last section gives a
summary of the theoretical formulation of our modelling framework, and
links it to the supply chain context.
3-1
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3.1 Model inputs
The model inputs in our framework will aim to combine historical pat-
terns from the past and exogenous information. We organise the informa-
tion that will be included in the forecasting model in three distinct classes:
(i) seasonality information; (ii) autoregressive information; and (iii) lead-
ing indicators, as shown in figure 3.1 that provides a flowchart of our ap-
proach. The figure shows how univariate information is combined with
external information in subsequent steps. There is a central step where
the option is available to insert judgemental preselection on the external
data. In the last steps of the modelling framework, the time shifts ’lags’
are constructed and an unconditional setup is employed, as explained in
section 3.3 below.
Figure 3.1: Methodology Flowchart
3.1.1 Seasonality information
In business forecasting seasonality is often an important source of variabil-
ity. Given the typically limited sample size of sales data, it is very challeng-
ing to distinguish between stochastic and deterministic seasonality. From
a model perspective deterministic seasonality is modelled via (S − 1) sea-
sonal binary dummies, while stochastic seasonality can be modelled via
two different approaches, as shown in figure 3.2. The first approach as-
sumes there is no seasonal unit root and includes the original variable with
a seasonal lag in the regression, what results in losing S data points from
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the training sample. The second approach takes the seasonal difference of
the time series yt −yt−s, and then models the differenced series, potentially
with additional seasonal lags in the regression. This results in losing S data
points in the differencing, and potentially another S data points in lagging
the differenced variable.
Sales
S1
S2
S11
Sales
Sales
Differenced sales (yt -yt-s)
Deterministic seasonality
Stochastic seasonality via shifted sales
Shifted sales
Stochastic seasonality via differencing and shift
Differenced and shifted sales
…
Figure 3.2: Different ways of modelling seasonality and their according loss of training
sample, marked by ©
In this paper we opt to implement deterministic seasonality via sea-
sonal binary dummy variables, to lose as few estimation points as possible,
with minimal expected effect on forecasting accuracy [47]. This will be
important when identifying important leading indicators. The seasonal
information can be excluded if unnecessary by the LASSO regression, at
the variable selection step.
3.1.2 Autoregressive information
We consider additional univariate information by including autoregres-
sive (AR) lags. While macroeconomic leading indicators are typically slow
moving, fast moving dynamics can be captured with appropriate AR terms.
Furthermore, in contrast to leading indicators, AR terms imply no addi-
tional data cost and therefore should be preferred to external variables, if
they contain similar information.
The lag order is restricted to be smaller than the seasonal lag, since
the latter is modelled separately. Figure 3.3 shows the modelling of AR
terms as lagged sales (shown via ). Furthermore, the figure shows the
information that is used to forecast h = 1 and h = 2. When forecasting
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Training
Sales
AR 1
AR 2
Forecast h=1
1
Training
Sales
AR 1
AR 2
Forecasted sales
Forecast h=2
12
1
2
1
1
2
12
Figure 3.3: AR terms contain short term information. To forecast horizons that are
bigger than the AR term, the previous forecasted sales values are taken to insert into the
AR series.
h = 2, there is no data available in the AR1 series, as the training set of the
sales series is exhausted. Here, the previous forecasted sales value (marked
as q) is used to complete the AR1 series.
To simplify the variable selection step we pre-filter the potential AR in-
puts. This is done by a stepwise search of AR terms with the Akaike Infor-
mation Criterion corrected for sample size (AICc), in line with the papers
of Burnham and Anderson [24] and Hyndman and Khandakar [66]. Other
information criteria, such as the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and
the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) can be affected by small sample
sizes, as they fail to address the second-order bias in the parameter esti-
mates. Monte Carlo simulation on the performance of AICc, AIC and BIC
is described in Hurvich and Tsai [62] for autoregressive time series, and
argue in favour of using AICc. We present the impact of different informa-
tion criteria in more detail in the result section 4.2.1. The identifies set of
AR inputs is subsequently used as inputs to the LASSO regression, which
will evaluate which specific AR terms are included in the final model.
3.1.3 Macroeconomic indicator information
The next step in building the inputs for LASSO in figure 3.1, is adding the
macroeconomic indicators. Macroeconomic indicators are statistics that
provide information on the state of the economy of the country. They are
released by government agencies and the private sector.
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Note that nowadays it is relatively easy to access several indicator vari-
ables from various online sources. Examples are Eurostat, European Cen-
tral Bank, International Monetary Fund, National Bureau of Economic Re-
search, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, the
World Bank and many national banks. These various sources can make
the entire pool of potential indicators immense.
Figure 3.4: The macroeconomic indicators on FRED are provided in different
frequencies
In this research, we build our methodology with the macro-economic
data from the Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) database of the fed-
eral reserve bank of St. Louis. The FRED database is a well-established
source of information, which addresses quickly changing economic trends
with continuous publications. The time series are compiled by the Federal
Reserve and collected from various statistical agencies discussed above.
The time series are composed at different frequencies, as shown in fig-
ure 3.4. Here, we focus on monthly macroeconomic indicators as this is
the frequency of the sales series. Furthermore, lower frequency indicators
(e.g. annual) impose an aggregation problem for the forecasting model,
and they are less frequently updated. Hence, this research only uses about
one third of the available data of FRED.
We collected 67,851 macro-economic indicators from 25 sections of the
FRED. Figure 3.5 shows these sections and the relative share of the col-
lected indicators. Half of this large dataset is linked to one out of the
six biggest categories: Employment, Services, Producer Price Index (PPI),
Manufacturing, Consumer Price Index (CPI) and Goods.
The geographical dispersion of these collected indicators is as follows:
75% of the indicators are country specific, of which 75% are related to the
United States. The remaining 25% of the country related indicators are
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Figure 3.5: The 25 sections of FRED
globally distributed, as shown in figure 3.6.
3.1.4 Judgemental information
The last type of model input discussed here is judgemental information on
top of the macroeconomic leading indicators. The previous section shows
that the entire pool of potential indicators can be immense. To reduce the
number of potential inputs it is potentially useful to rely on expert domain
knowledge. Therefore we can opt for using judgemental expert selection
to reduce the set of indicators, if available.
On the one hand, supply chain managers have access to an increas-
ing amount of external data, holding great potential for describing and
quantifying the dynamics of their markets. Based on insights coming from
external data, for example macro-economic indicators, managers could as-
sess future evolution of the markets and the impact on their supply chain.
However, it is very difficult to incorporate these external insights without
analytical support on how to do it appropriately.
On the other hand, the model could benefit from judgemental input.
As the total set of potential inputs can be very large, incorporating ex-
pert domain knowledge in the modelling framework could reduce the total
number of potential inputs. Since these indicators will be further selected
by the LASSO regression the expectation is that experts do not have to
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Figure 3.6: Coverage of indicator data across different countries, excluding U.S.
perform a very detailed selection, but merely reduce the set to broadly rel-
evant indicators. Alternatively, if domain knowledge is not available, the
entire set of leading indicators can be fed to the regression. In our method-
ology both options are considered, thus permitting us to account the value
added by experts.
3.2 Temporal Big Data
The available exogenous macro-economic indicators are numerous and a
lot of them are publicly available from various statistics agencies and cen-
tral banks around the world. However, due to limited monthly sales his-
tory, which is common in practice, we face the so called ‘short and fat data
problem’, with p  n, where p is the number of potential predictors and
n is the number of available data points. There are insufficient degrees of
freedom to estimate the full model. Furthermore, Verleysen and Franc¸ois
[130] note that traditional algorithms do not scale to the exogenous data
due to the curse of dimensionality. This means that calculation time and
memory rapidly increase with the increase of number of dimensions of the
data.
3.2.1 Introducing Temporal Big Data
Here we are not only trying to identify exogenous macro-economic vari-
ables that are causal to the company sales, but also require that such in-
formation is leading, i.e. predict the changing behaviour of sales multi-
ple months in advance. Even if the optimal set of indicators was known,
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the leading order is unknown. Therefore, the macro-economic indicators
should be shifted in time, and tested for relevant leading effects. Adding
one leading effect to all the available indicators doubles the size of the
database. Since the amount of potential shifts in time is unknown, the
number of different leads (l) makes the original big set of indicators grow
substantially. We refer to this as Temporal Big Data. This incurs a much
bigger selection problem in the order of pl p n. Figure 3.7 shows how
the leading effects of the indicators are released by shifting the indicators
in time.
Sales
Indicator lag 1
Indicator lag 2
Indicator lag 12
Indicator lag 0
. . .
. . .
Figure 3.7: The indicator is shifted in time with lag (l) to be able to use the lagged
indicator values for forecasting.
Since we are interested for predictions up to 12 months ahead, we con-
struct variables with leads from 1 to 12 months. In this way, the resulting
pl n problem contains 814,212 (67,851x12) variables.
3.2.2 Impact of Temporal Big Data
The appropriate leading effect of each relevant indicator is then identi-
fied by LASSO. This is in contrast to related research with LASSO, where
dynamic effects are typically captured in the error term through an Au-
toregressive Distributed Lag model [88]. Modelling the lead effect of the
indicators simultaneous with the indicators selection, instead of through
the error term, has two major benefits: (i) the model is more transparent,
providing business intelligence to its users, as any lead effects are direct
and easy to communicate; (ii) when forecasting the model tracks substan-
tial changes in the indicators, such as inflection points, at the right time
due to the appropriate lead, and maps them to the forecasts.
3.3 Unconditional forecasts
Forecasts using leading indicators have a practical limitation: only infor-
mation that is available at the time when the forecast was generated is
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available and can be used, as the future values of the leading indicators
are unknown. Figure 3.8 visualises this constraint. When the forecasting
horizon h = 1, all the lagged indicators can be used. As the forecast horizon
increases, lower order lags can no longer be used, as they will have no data.
For instance, when the forecasting horizon h = 12, only the indicator that
is lagged by 12 months is available and may be used. This setup is referred
to as unconditional or ex ante forecasting [98]. The main difference with
conditional forecasting is that the latter assumes that all future values of
the indicators are known. Therefore, when forecasting 12 months ahead
all low and high order lagged versions of the indicators are assumed to be
available.
Training
Sales
Indicator lag 1
Indicator lag 5
Indicator lag 12
Forecast h=1
Training
Sales
Indicator lag 1
Indicator lag 5
Indicator lag 12
Forecast h=12
Figure 3.8: In the unconditional forecasting setup, when forecasting horizon h=1, the
indicators lag 1 up to lag 12 can be used. However, when forecasting horizon h=12,
only indicators with lag 12 can be used.
This limited data availability of macroeconomic indicators complicates
their use in industry and means that any forecasting model has to be refor-
mulated for each forecast horizon, using only appropriate lagged realisa-
tions of the variables. This is shown in figure 3.9.
In turn, this limits the available subset of indicators so that only lags
bigger or equal to the current forecast horizon are included. The original
non-shifted indicators are not used since they are contemporaneous and
therefore contain no useful leading information for the forecasts.
This means that for longer horizons only long leads can be captured,
as any shorter dynamics are not available to the model, thus limiting the
useful information. Note that this limitation is not relevant to univariate
lags as discussed in section 3.1.2, and makes the use of the latter important
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Figure 3.9: Situating Temporal Big Data in the proposed forecasting framework
in capturing any shorter-term dynamics.
Furthermore, by constructing unconditional forecasts using only lagged
indicators, we avoid predicting all indicators separately. Apart from the
apparent computational benefits and not introducing any additional errors
to our forecast, the key benefit of this approach is that any hard-to-predict
turning points and shocks captured in indicators are used as inputs to our
model. If we were to predict the leading indicators this would not be pos-
sible.
3.4 Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Op-
erator
A central aspect in the methodology in figure 3.1 is performing variable se-
lection and formulating a forecasting model. While traditional approaches
as best subsets regression and stepwise regression perform automatic vari-
able selection, these may not be a good solution or be even feasible in this
problem. Here, we propose to use the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selec-
tion Operator (LASSO), as it simultaneously performs coefficient shrinkage
and variable selection [124], and naturally results in a linear regression
model.
3.4.1 Motivation for LASSO
There are two main reasons to introduce LASSO for our problem. First,
we want to make a selection of macroeconomic indicators. Clearly, the in-
terpretation of the final model drives this choice. Supply chain managers
want to know what are relevant indicators for their tactical sales forecasts.
However, a model with a large set of indicators is hard to interpret. We
would like to build a model with a smaller subset of indicators that exhibit
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the strongest effects. Second, we aim to increase the forecasting accuracy.
The least-squares estimates of regression coefficients have often a low bias,
but have a large variance, thus the forecasts are highly volatile over time
when the model has a large number of variables. By shrinking the val-
ues of the regression coefficients, the LASSO regression avoids over-fitting
and encourages sparse solutions. Furthermore, we reduce the variance of
the forecast values to improve the overall forecast accuracy. However, this
shrinkage introduces some bias in the forecasts, what could in turn lead to
a worse forecast accuracy.
Other variable selection methods, such as best subsets regression and
stepwise regression, suffer from a number of difficulties. Best subsets re-
gression assesses all possible subsets of predictors and selects the model
while optimising a selection criteria, such as adjusted R-squared, Mallows’
Cp or an information criteria (AIC, AICc, BIC). Stepwise regression con-
structs a model using t-test values on the predictors. Alternatively, step-
wise regression can be performed using information criteria.
These models are heavily affected by multicollinearity among the pre-
dictors. This multicollinearity can be present as we consider a very large
set of macroeconomic indicators, but it is exacerbated by introducing the
same indicators with multiple shifts in time. Furthermore, both traditional
variable selection methods are very computationally expensive.
3.4.2 Implementation of LASSO
Here, LASSO considers the following linear regression model that includes
all the types of information discussed above. To discuss the different types
of variables, we arrange these variables in three groups.
Yˆt+h = β0 +
S−1∑
s=1
βsDs +
R∑
r=1
β(S−1+r)yt−r +
E∑
e=1
β(S−1+R+e)x(t+h),e, (3.1)
where the three sums each represent a different type of information, as also
shown in figure 3.1. The first sum over (S − 1) contains information from
the variables of the seasonal dummies Ds with seasonal length S. Here
the βs represents the contribution of each seasonal variable to the forecast.
The different β coefficients in (3.1) are estimated in section 3.4.3. The sum
over R contains the autoregressive information that is included by lagging
the original time series. This lagging shifts the original time series yt in
time to result in yt−r . The last sum over E contains the exogenous inputs
considered by the model. Each input is a combination of an indicator and
a lag.
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3.4.3 Process of LASSO
To simplify the notation in our discussion on the working of LASSO, we
stack the variables that cover different types of information together. We
define the full matrix zij =
{
Ds, yt−r ,x(t+h),e
}
. This matrix contains P = (S −
1) +R+E different variables.
First, all predictors’ values zij are standardised with zero mean and unit
variance. This is done so that the values are centred along their mean with
1
N
N∑
i=1
zij = 0, (3.2)
and that each predictor has unit variance
1
N
N∑
i=1
z2ij = 1. (3.3)
This standardisation ensures that the LASSO does not depend on the units
of the predictors [56]. The target values yi are also centred around zero,
1
N
N∑
i=1
yi = 0, (3.4)
therefore the intercept β0 can be omitted in the optimisation procedure.
The intercept β0 is then calculated on the original scale as
β0 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
yi −
P∑
j=1
βj
1
N
N∑
i=1
zij , (3.5)
where the estimated βj of each predictor on the standardised scale remain
the same on the original scale. When formulating the model on the original
scale, this results in the following linear regression
y = β0 +
P∑
j=1
βjzj + , (3.6)
where, y is the vector of sales values, zj is the vector of original values of
one indicator, and  are independent and identically distributed normal
errors with mean 0 and unknown variance σ2. Model parameters are opti-
mised using the following cost function:
n∑
i=1
yi − β0 − P∑
j=1
βjzij

2
+λ
P∑
j=1
|βj |. (3.7)
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This minimises the residual sum of squares over the training sample of n
datapoints, as ordinary linear regression does, but also penalises it with
the sum of the absolute values of the coefficient of potential variables. The
second term encourages sparser solutions, as it can result in setting some
of the coefficients to zero, when the parameter λ is sufficiently large. This
way, LASSO can perform variable selection, potentially retaining only a
subset of the variables. The selection of the shrinkage factor λ is critical
and is typically determined by using cross-validation. The two terms of
the cost function (Eq. 3.7) are shown as pulling forces in figure 3.10. The
two terms are represented as SSE (Sum of squared errors) and SAC (Sum
of absolute values of variable coefficients). The impact of λ is visualised.
When λ is 0, we obtain the Ordinary Least-Squares solution (OLS), while
if λ is very big, no variables are selected and the mean model is obtained.
This shows that the LASSO sparsifies (i.e. less variables included), but
also regularise (i.e. smaller coefficient values). As a results, the in-sample
Mean-Squared-Error (MSE) is larger for the LASSO solution than for the
general OLS solution, as well as compared to the corresponding OLS solu-
tion with the same non-zero parameters.
SSE SAC
Nr. of  variables
Lambda value
MSE fit value
Size of  coefficients
High Low
0 High
OLS LASSO
Figure 3.10: Graphical representation of the 2 forces in the LASSO cost function show
the property of variable selection. SSE: Sum of squared errors, SAC: Sum of absolute
values of variable coefficients.
Table 3.1 illustrates the impact of LASSO on a set of variables in a re-
gression model. In this example, we review the sales series of heavy trucks
with four indicators. Here, no leading effects of the indicators are taken
into account. LASSO makes a selection of the indicators and sets some
coefficients to zero. Note that the value of the non-zero coefficients are
shrunk, compared to the OLS estimates on the same subset of variables
(LASSO OLS). In this example, the λ is obtained via cross-validation, as
described in section 3.4.6. Overall, the indicator on Employment tends to
have the biggest impact on the sales. The sign of the coefficients indicates
the relationship between the indicator and the sales series.
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Table 3.1: Comparing coefficients of different regression models. The data concerns the
sales of heavy truck vehicles in US and four indicators. The first column shows the full
fitted model for Ordinary Least-Squares (OLS) estimates. The second column shows the
LASSO estimation, and the third column shows the OLS estimates applied to the subset
of indicators chosen by LASSO.
Keyword OLS LASSO LASSO OLS
(Intercept) 20.768 25.312 20.097
Employment 0.280 0.192 0.276
Construction Import -0.114 -0.086 -0.113
Consumer Prices 0.052 0.005 0.058
Garden tools -0.012 0.000 0.000
The lambda value in Eq. 3.7 needs to be chosen here. Figure 3.11 shows
the impact of λ on the coefficients for this example. In this figure, the λ
goes from very big to zero from left to right. When λ is getting big, more
coefficients are shrunk towards zero and fewer variables are included in
the model. The L1 norm in this figure is the sum of the absolute values of
the variable coefficients. In table 3.1, the λ value is determined via cross-
validation, as described in section 3.4.6.
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Figure 3.11: Variable coefficient evolution with decreasing λ or increasing L1 norm of
the variable coefficients. The top axis gives the number of non-zero coefficients, so the
number of variables that are selected and included in the model.
Tibshirani [124] argues that a small amount of large effects are better
chosen via judgemental selection, but that LASSO performs better when
the number of variables increases, making it ideal for our case. LASSO
results in a simple and interpretable model, only containing a subset of
the original pool of variables.
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3.4.4 Resolving LASSO
Conventional LASSO is computationally intensive, making it difficult to
implement on big datasets [125]. To overcome this difficulty, Friedman
et al. [43] developed a more efficient approach for solving generalised lin-
ear models with convex penalties such as LASSO. This uses cyclical coor-
dinate descent along the regularisation path, effectively reducing the re-
quired computational time. Convergence of each model is obtained faster
by fitting a sequence of models with different λ, referred to as a ’warm
start’. The reader is referred to Friedman et al. [43] for the details of the
algorithm.
The estimation of the variable coefficients is done through Cyclic Co-
ordinate Descent, shown below. In this algorithm, all variables are re-
viewed in a fixed order. Each iteration, the coefficient βj is updated, while
holding all other coefficients constant. This process is done via the soft-
thresholding operator Sλ
(
βˆ
)
.
Algorithm 1 Cyclic coordinate descent
1. Cycle through all predictors
2. Keep all coefficients βˆk fixed, but one βˆj with k , j
3. Calculate the partial residuals rji = yi −
∑
k,j xik βˆk
4. Re-evaluate βˆj with Soft Tresholding
5. Sλ
(
βˆ
(OLS)
j
)
←sign
(
βˆ
(OLS)
j
)(∣∣∣∣βˆ(OLS)j ∣∣∣∣−λ)
+
The Soft-Threshold operator is noted as Sλ
(
βˆ
)
←sign
(
βˆ
)(∣∣∣βˆ∣∣∣−λ)
+
, and
shown in full line figure 3.12. The 45° broken line indicates the effect if
without Soft Thresholding. We can see that Sλ
(
βˆ
)
translates βˆ toward zero
by the amount λ, and sets βˆ to zero if
∣∣∣βˆ∣∣∣ ≤ λ.
Pathwise coordinate descent [42] is used to find the entire path of so-
lutions over a range of possible λ values, as in figure 3.11. It solves the
LASSO problem on a given grid of λ values. An exponential grid is com-
monly chosen for this [143]. To start, a value of λ is chosen just large
enough so that the optimal solution is the all-zeroes vector. Next, the λ is
decreased by as small amount and the coordinate descent is run until con-
vergence. Then, the λ is decreased again, using the previous solution as a
warm start. As a result, this grid covers the full range of solutions from all
coefficients set to zero, to all variables having non-zero coefficients.
This method is especially fast for LASSO, because the coordinatewise
minimisers are explicitly available (βˆj ), and can easily be updated with the
soft-thresholding operator. Thus, an iterative search along all of the βˆj is
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λ
β^
Sλ(β^)
Figure 3.12: Soft-Threshold function (black) is compared to the 45° dotted line.
not needed in every step. Furthermore, the coordinate descent exploits
sparsity of the problem: large λ values will not change most βj to a non-
zero value.
3.4.5 Dealing with multicollinearity
Since multiple lagged realisations of the input variables are used, multi-
collinearity may become a modelling issue. When two variables are highly
correlated, LASSO will pick one and remove the other, due to shrinkage.
Therefore this is an efficient way to deal with multicollinearity, simplifying
the modelling process.
3.4.6 Parameter estimation
A vital step in the method is selecting the lambda value. This λ is the tun-
ing parameter of the LASSO model. The λ is estimated by maximising the
fit of the model to the training data. In order to prevent overfitting, this is
done via cross-validation. As shown in figure 3.13, the data is partitioned
in k groups of datapoints, called folds. The model is now fitted to the train-
ing data, but leaving one fold out. The error measure is then based on the
fold that is left out, and taken across all cross-validations.
The Mean Absolute Error is taken over all validations, each time leav-
ing out one fold. The results are shown in figure 3.14 for a range of λ
values. The error bars indicate ± one standard error of the CV estimate
of the prediction error. The dotted vertical lines account for very specific
settings of λ. The λcv is the lambda that corresponds to the minimum
cross-validation error. The λ1se is bigger, and corresponds to the scenario
where the MAE is within one standard error of the minimum. This is a
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Figure 3.13: Cross-validation methodology
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Figure 3.14: Cross-validation errors
conservative rule-of-thumb to the variable selection. With a large amount
of variables as input set, the choice to use λ1se will result in a more sparse
model. The number of selected variables is shown along the top of the plot.
3.4.7 Interpretation of LASSO
Previously, we inspected the LASSO model based on its cost function.
However, this model can be reviewed from other perspectives, which will
give deeper understanding of the assumptions of LASSO.
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Lagrangian formulation
The cost function (Eq. 3.7) can be rewritten to the Lagrangian dual prob-
lem.
Minimise
β0,β
n∑
i=1
yi − β0 − P∑
j=1
βjzij

2
subject to
P∑
j=1
|βj | ≤ t.
(3.8)
The constraint can be written more compactly as the L1 norm: ||β||1 < t,
using the matrix-vector notation. Here, for each value of t in the range
where the constraint ||β||1 < t is active, there is a corresponding value of
λ that yields the same solution from the Lagrangian form. The solution
βˆλ for LASSO then satisfies the constraint with t = ||βˆλ||1. This means that
LASSO minimises the same cost function as Ordinary Least Squares re-
gression does, but it has an additional constraint on the beta values. This
is shown in figure 3.15 for better understanding.
Geometric interpretation
Here, we consider the geometric interpretation of the cost function, based
on the Lagrangian formulation in Eq. 3.8. Figure 3.15 considers only two
potential variables. The blue ovals show the minimised cost function, with
OLS as minimum. Each wider oval infers a bigger overall cost. The con-
straint that is imposed on the beta values is shown by the red diamonds.
Different λ values give a different size of the diamond. The LASSO solution
is found as the intersection of both curves. For this example, the optimal
solution estimates βˆ1 = 0 and βˆ2.
Note that this plot can be shown for two variables, but this would get
very complex for multiple variables. However, the values for all coeffi-
cients can be shown along the path of intersection points (here denoted as
’LASSO’), which results in figure 3.11.
Bayesian interpretation
Another way of looking to the LASSO model is from a Bayesian perspec-
tive. Minimising the cost function Eq. 3.7 is equivalent in Bayesian statis-
tics to maximising the posterior distribution of the regression coefficients
in the linear regression model [100]. In the LASSO approach, the prior
distributions of the regression coefficients are independent Laplace dis-
tributions. These distributions exhibit the ’prior belief’ of the coefficient
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Figure 3.15: Geometric visualisation of LASSO cost function.
values. The Laplace distribution is sharply peaked around zero, thus the
probability mass concentrates close to zero. This provides an alternative
explanation of why lasso tends to set a lot of coefficients to zero.
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Figure 3.16: The LASSO cost function suggests a Laplace density distribution as prior.
By implementing the LASSO cost function, we assume that the under-
lying true signal of the sales series is sparse, and we try to use an L1 penalty
to recover it. If this assumption is correct, then LASSO performs well in
recovering the true signal [56].
3.5 Conclusion
In this section, we propose a framework to incorporate leading indicator
information to produce sales forecasts. In this, we combine both univariate
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information and exogenous information. Furthermore, the optimal lead-
ing effect of each macroeconomic indicator is considered, which adds a
complete new dimension to the problem. Due to the choice of leading ef-
fects for each indicator, the problem explodes in dimensionality. We call
this the Temporal Big Data problem. The framework provides a way to use
only leading indicators who have information available via the uncondi-
tional forecasting process. For this, an individual LASSO model is formu-
lated for each forecast horizon. The selection of the relevant information
and the relevant leading effects is done via the Least Absolute Shrinkage
and Selection Operator (LASSO). LASSO omits most of the variables in
the input set and retains only the most relevant indicators. This process
in selecting the indicators and producing the forecasts is fully automatic,
which means it is easily scalable. However, the framework allows perfor-
mance of a judgemental preselection of indicators prior to the statistical
selection. This way, supply chain managers can insert their expertise into
the framework.
The resulting LASSO forecast is transparent, providing insight in the
selected leading indicators. Experts can benefit from gaining additional
market understanding, This can help experts refine their understanding of
market dynamics and interactions. Furthermore, by gaining new insights
in the relevant leading indicators, sales people are given a tool to better
manage and react to markets. This can motivate the sales department to
increase their involvement in the forecasting process and can in turn en-
able a further forecast accuracy improvements through closer interaction
between departments. Moreover, it allows experts to understand and vali-
date the produced forecasts by investigating the selected indicators.
Finally, as the forecasts are model based we can produce prediction
intervals. In contrast, judgemental managerial forecasts do not have this
property. Prediction intervals are important as they permit gauging the
uncertainty of the forecasts. This is paramount for inventory management
and safety stock calculations. Prediction intervals can be used in the deci-
sion process for robust planning, as they allow assessing the risk of future
scenarios. The resulting framework allows supply chain managers to bet-
ter manage inventory, production scheduling and work-in-capital in their
Sales & Operations Planning process. The impact of prediction intervals is
further discussed in Chapter 5.
4
Empirical evaluation on real-world
demand data
The proposed framework will be empirically evaluated on three business
cases from industrial companies in this chapter. First, the design of ex-
periment is outlined where the forecast accuracy metrics, the parametri-
sation of our framework and the benchmark models are introduced. Con-
sequently, the framework is evaluated on global tactical sales of a supplier
to the tire industry in case 1. Next, we investigate whether the use of this
framework can be extended to lower levels of sales. Therefore, we review
the sales of a business unit of a glass fibre manufacturer in case 2, and the
sales of 25 products of a steel manufacturer for machine building in case 3.
4.1 Design of experiment
The design of the experiments in this research makes use of a rolling origin
setup. The initial in-sample period of all time series gradually increases as
we perform a rolling origin forecast evaluation, as shown in figure 4.1. The
forecasts for h = 1 to h = 12 are generated from each new forecast origin.
This is done as follows: first, a 12 months forecast is generated starting
from e.g. July 2012, then the in-sample increases by one month and an-
other 12 months forecast is produced, starting from e.g. August 2012. The
process is repeated until the complete sample is exhausted. The rolling
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origin evaluation scheme permits us to collect multiple forecast errors, in-
creasing the reliability of our comparisons and the robustness of the results
to specific forecast origins and test periods. The overall forecast accuracy
across forecast origins is summarised for each horizon separately.
Training set Test set
Training set Test set
Training set Test set
.
.
.
.
.
.
Figure 4.1: Rolling origin setup, where the initial training set is gradually increased by
one period until all the available sample is used.
4.1.1 Accuracy measures
To measure the accuracy of the forecasts, we report the Mean Absolute
Percentage Error (MAPE), which is widely used in practice as it has an in-
tuitive interpretation and is also relevant to the investigated case company:
MAPEh =
1
n
n∑
t=1
∣∣∣Yt+h − Yˆt+h∣∣∣
Yt+h
, (4.1)
where Yt+h is the actual sales and Yˆt+h is the forecast for time period t +
h. The absolute percentage error for each horizon h is aggregated across
forecasts from n origins to form the MAPE.
Yet, there are known disadvantages with MAPE, for example MAPE is
prone to inflate when the actual values are small. Therefore, we report
our empirical results also in terms of MASE. MASE was first proposed by
Hyndman and Koehler [67] as an accuracy metric that is less vulnerable
when the series exhibit a trend or seasonal pattern. MASE is formulated
as:
MASEh =
1
n
n∑
t=1
∣∣∣Yt+h − Yˆt+h∣∣∣
1
r−1
∑r
i=2 |Yi −Yi−1|
(4.2)
where Yt+h is the actual sales and Yˆt+h is the forecast for time period t +
h. The denominator represents the in-sample error of the one step ahead
naive forecasts in the training period r. MASE has a simple interpretation:
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a resulting value greater than one indicates that the forecast is worse on
average than the in-sample one step ahead forecasts of the naive random
walk method. Yet, MASE is more vulnerable to outliers, as it puts more
weight on stable time series.
Next, GMRAE is reviewed as forecasting accuracy measure. This met-
ric is recommended in studies by Armstrong and Collopy [5] and Fildes
[36]. It takes the geometric mean of the relative error ratio of the candi-
date model and the benchmark model. It provides a reliable and robust
estimate and takes into account the number of values of the relative errors
which lie in the tails of the distribution [30]. This makes the measure ro-
bust to outliers. In our measures, we insert the overall best performing
benchmark model. If the measure is smaller than one, the corresponding
model performs better than this benchmark model.
GMRAEh =

n∏
t=1
∣∣∣∣Yt−Yˆt+hYt ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Yt−Yˆt+h,bYt ∣∣∣∣

1
n
(4.3)
4.1.2 Parametrisation framework
The regularisation parameter λ in Eq. (3.7) is identified via a 10-fold cross-
validation on the in-sample data. To mitigate any potential overfitting due
to limited training sample, we select the λ value one standard deviation of
the cross-validation errors away from the minimum mean squared cross-
validation error [56].
Table 4.1: An overview of four different variants of LASSO that are reviewed in the
experimental design.
Seasonal
dummies
Auto-
regressions
Judgemental
prefiltering
All indicators
included
Can be used
in practice?
LASSO (set)
LASSO AR (set)
LASSO (all)
Oracle LASSO (set)
Four variants of LASSO are evaluated, as shown in table 4.1. First,
the judgementally reduced set of indicators is included in the model to
be selected via LASSO. Pre-filtering of the variables simplifies the mod-
elling exercise. These forecasts are named ‘LASSO (set)’ hereafter. Second,
we make autoregressive information available to the LASSO. In contrast
to the leading indicators, autoregressive information represents univariate
information with no additional external data cost. Therefore we evaluate
whether the inclusion of leading indicators still adds value in the presence
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of appropriate univariate inputs. These forecasts are named ‘LASSO AR
(set)’. Third, we use the full set of 67,851 indicators. This is done to evalu-
ate the benefit of judgementally pre-filtering the indicators and assessing
the possibility of fully automating the process in the context of tactical
forecasting of our case study. These forecasts are named ‘LASSO (all)’.
Finally, in the last variant of LASSO, conditional forecasts are produced,
where the future values of indicators are assumed to be known. This final
variant is named ‘Oracle LASSO (set)’. This last setup provides insight into
how much forecast accuracy we lose by not knowing the future values of
the exogenous indicators, as discussed in section 3.3. The input variables
of the four LASSO variants are lagged appropriately further increasing the
dimensionality.
The maximum lag was chosen to be equal to 12, allowing for leading
associations up to a year ahead. The lead effect of these indicators on the
sales series is not known in advance, so all 12 different lags of the indica-
tors are included in the LASSO model, resulting in a full set of variables
(including all possible lags) of 814,212 variables. Since the forecasts are
unconditional, we need to restrict the number of available lags for longer
forecast horizons. For example, to forecast for h = 12 only indicators with
lag order 12 are used as inputs. As table 4.2 illustrates, forecasting longer
horizons drastically limits the number of inputs.
Table 4.2: Number of inputs for horizons 1, 5 and 12.
Forecast horizon 1 5 12
Lags 1-12 5-12 12
Number of variables 814,212 542,808 67,851
For every forecast origin in the experiment, the four models outlined
above are refitted for each forecast horizon. The LASSO models are imple-
mented using the ‘glmnet’ package for R [44].
4.1.3 Benchmark models
We benchmark the LASSO models with six univariate models and two
conventional regression models that also incorporate leading indicators.
The six extrapolative models considered in this study are Naive, Seasonal
Naive, Holt-Winters, Exponential Smoothing family of models (ETS), Auto-
Regressive Integrated Moving Average model (ARIMA) and ARIMA with-
out the moving average part (ARI).
The Naive requires no parameter tuning and as such is very simple to
implement and use. Any complex forecasting methods should perform
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better than the Naive to warrant their use. To account for any seasonal-
ity, the Seasonal Naive model is also included as a benchmark. ETS has
shown good performance in several studies [45, 70] and is included as a
benchmark. ETS is capable of modelling a wide variety of time series, in-
cluding level, trend or seasonal components that interact in an additive or
multiplicative way. This has made it one of the most widely used busi-
ness forecasting methods in practice. To choose the appropriate exponen-
tial smoothing model form (type of error, trend and seasonality) we use
AICc. The case company is currently using the Holt-Winters exponential
smoothing method to produce the forecasts and therefore we use it as a
separate benchmark to evaluate any gains over current practice. ARIMA
permits for different model structures to ETS and therefore is used as an
additional benchmark. To implement it we use the ARIMA model identifi-
cation methodology by Hyndman and Khandakar [66]. To fairly assess the
usefulness of including purely autoregressive information, which can be
readily incorporated in the LASSO models, we build the ARI benchmark
forecasts for which the moving average order is restricted to zero. The uni-
variate benchmark models are implemented using the ‘forecast’ package
in R [63].
These well-known benchmarks rely only on univariate information.
Two more benchmarks that incorporate external information are added.
The forecasts are formulated using a linear regression model, as in Eq. (3.1),
including a constant, eleven seasonal dummies and leading indicator vari-
ables. Based on the judgementally selected subset of indicators, the high-
est correlated indicator is used for the first model: ‘Lin Reg’. The second
model, ‘Step Reg’, uses forward stepwise regression to select from a pool of
the 20 highest correlated variables of the judgemental subset of indicators.
We are not using the complete set of indicators in ‘Step Reg’ because of the
computational cost of the required calculations that make the selection
practically impossible. Furthermore, we produce conditional forecasts for
the regression benchmarks, which are distinguished with the prefix ‘Ora-
cle’.
4.2 Rolling origin analysis
The variables in our pool of indicators cover a broad spectrum of macroe-
conomic indicators on a monthly basis. They cover Consumer Price In-
dexes, labour and earnings measures, financial activities, trade, transporta-
tion, manufacturing, retail trade, housing, health care and mining. The
macroeconomic indicators originate from the publicly available indicators
of the Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED). Only indicators available
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on a monthly frequency are considered. Incomplete indicators, indicators
that are no longer updated, or that were only recently introduced, are not
considered. This results in a complete set of 67,851 indicators. To provide
some insight in the type of macroeconomic indicators considered, a sample
of indicators is shown in table A.1, clustered in 8 groups.
4.2.1 Case 1: Supplier to tire industry
Sales data of a multinational company will be used for this analysis. The
company is a major supplier of raw material to the global tire industry.
The data represents two types of products, supporting passenger cars and
trucks. Hereafter, the series are named according to their end market use.
Figure 4.2 shows the series representing the overall sales for the US and the
EU with end markets in passenger and truck tires. These series are used
in the tactical sales forecasting for the respective segments. The values on
the y-axis are not provided for reasons of confidentiality.
EU − Passenger Tires
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
EU − Truck Tires
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
US − Passenger Tires
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
US − Truck Tires
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Figure 4.2: Company sales series and their end markets
In this figure, the effects of the economic crisis in December 2007 to
June 2009 are clearly visible in the drop of sales by the end of 2008. Using
statistical testing we find that the series exhibit no significant trend, but
are seasonal. Note that this testing was done purely for exploration and
is not part of the modelling methodology outlined above. As discussed
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in section 3.1.1, the seasonality information is included in the modelling
framework through seasonal dummies, which can be retained or not by
LASSO in the variable selection step.
When economic activity increases, more goods are transported by road,
and this results in a need for more truck tires. Since the tires are only re-
placed after they are worn out, the increase in tire replacements will occur
some time after the increase in economic activity. The leading effect of
the economy, and therefore the leading effect of macroeconomic indica-
tors should have the potential to improve tactical sales forecasts. A similar
argument can be made about passenger tire sales.
As outlined in section 4.1.2, four variants of LASSO will be evaluated.
For the ‘LASSO (set)’, we incorporate prefiltering of the indicators. This
is done by interviewing the company’s supply chain manager. The full
list was reduced to 1,082 relevant indicators, resulting in a second set of
judgementally pre-filtered leading indicators. The discussion in the inter-
view was based on the latest quarterly industry reports of external parties
to identify factors that could impact the sales on a tactical level. In the se-
lection, we asked to explicitly state the assumptions why this factor would
be important for the company sales. From this, we got a list of keywords
which seemed reasonable to the supply chain manager. We selected all the
indicators that were related to these keywords in the database. We eval-
uate the performance of both the judgemental set and the full set, so as
to assess the value of the judgement for pre-filtering leading indicators.
This follows the suggestion by Lu et al. [87] that expert opinion can im-
prove the indicator selection. Note that it was not possible for experts in
the company to identify a small set of indicators, so as to construct a fully
judgementally specified benchmark regression.
The in-sample period of all time series covers January 2007 to June
2012, and gradually increases as we perform a rolling origin forecast eval-
uation, as shown in figure 4.1.
The forecast accuracy results are provided in table 4.3. For each method,
the MAPE from 1 to 12 steps ahead is provided, followed by the overall
accuracy in the last column. The values in boldface highlight the best per-
forming model for each forecast horizon. Overall, the ‘LASSO (set)’ model
performs best.
In table 4.3 we highlight with letters (a-e) different interesting points
that are discussed. (a) First, the company benchmark Holt-Winters can
already be improved by implementing the full ETS, resulting in a 17.7%
reduction in overall error. Although Holt-Winters is performing best on
short horizons, ETS outperforms all the univariate models from forecast
horizon h = 4 up to h = 12.
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Considering forecasts that use leading indicator information (b) both
linear regression benchmarks perform poorly. In particular for ‘Step Reg’
this is attributed to two issues. First, multicollinearity among the differ-
ent included leading indicators causes a weaker performance. Second,
the greedy search strategy of ‘Step Reg’ explores only a limited subset
of variables and may eventually ignore useful variables, or remove them
[55]. Further tests with Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) for the ‘Step
Reg’ have been performed. Although the results exhibit improved per-
formance, this does not change the conclusion of table 4.3. Hence, these
results are omitted for brevity. (c) Comparing ‘LASSO (all)’ and ‘LASSO
(set)’ we find that the expert selection improves the overall forecast ac-
curacy. For different horizons, the judgemental selection helps LASSO to
retain more relevant variables. Although the performance of ‘LASSO (all)’
is worse than ‘LASSO (set)’, our results suggest that it is a viable alternative
when judgementally pre-filtering indicators is not possible, with ‘LASSO
(all)’ performing substantially better than the regression benchmarks. The
difference in accuracy can help gauge the trade-off between performing a
judgemental selection or accepting the lower accuracy in terms of cost. (d)
When additional univariate information from the auto-regressive process
is included into the ‘LASSO (set)’ model, the MAPE improves on short
term, but not for longer horizons, where any autoregressive inputs are
based on shorter-horizon forecasted values. This observation reflects the
limited benefits of autoregressive information that were observed for the
benchmark methods, in particular given the volatile market that the case
time series describe.
Note that although a moving average process is not included into the
LASSO model, we can deduce the potential of this univariate information
by comparing ‘ARIMA’ and ‘ARI’ in (e), where the former improves accu-
racy over the latter by 10.3%.
Most of the findings in table 4.3 hold when Mean Absolute Scaled Error
(MASE) or Geometric Mean Relative Absolute Error (GMRAE) were used.
We see however that LASSO (all) outperforms LASSO (set) on GMRAE.
These results are shown in annex B.
To compare the results over different horizons, figure 4.3 displays the
MAPE for each forecast horizon of four benchmark models and the ‘LASSO
(set)’ model. Naturally long term forecasts are on average associated with
higher errors.
Comparing the different benchmark models, we see that ETS in general
outperforms all other univariate benchmarks methods consistently. We
note an unexpected good performance of ETS and LASSO (set) for horizons
h = 7 and h = 8. This is due to one time series, who exhibits a particular
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Figure 4.3: Forecast accuracy over the different forecast horizons.
good forecast accuracy for h = 7 over 7 rolling origins. To a lesser extent
this is also true for h = 8. On short to mid-term, we can note a substantial
difference between LASSO and the benchmarks. On longer forecast hori-
zons, we see that ETS gains over LASSO. For these longer forecast horizons
only higher orders of indicator lags are included in the model, due to the
unconditional forecasting setup (see figure 3.8), as indicated in table 4.2,
which do not exhibit as strong predictive information compared to shorter
leads. In other words, it is easier to find a quarterly leading macroeco-
nomic indicator than an indicator that is leading one year ahead. This is
indicative of the practical limitations of causal models with exogenous in-
formation for long term forecasting. However, it is important to note that
a major difference between ‘LASSO (set)’ and the various benchmarks is
that the former provides insight on which indicators are important and
how they affect the sales.
Figure 4.4 shows a detailed analysis of the forecast errors for each fore-
cast horizon. The models shown are the company benchmark Holt-Winters,
the linear regression and the fully automatic LASSO model. The boxplots
show the error distribution for each horizon; the lower bar shows the min-
imum, and the box consists of the first-quartile, the median, and the third-
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Figure 4.4: The boxplots show the error distribution of the average percentage errors
over rolling origins for each horizon and indicate a lower dispersion, particularly for
the longer horizons.
quartile; the higher bar shows the maximum errors. The dots represent the
high errors that are located further than 1.5 times the inter-quantile range
from the nearest quantile, this latter is the distance between first and third
quantile. Overall, the data in this figure correlate with the MAPE results.
We can also see that the LASSO errors show a smaller dispersion, particu-
larly for the longer horizons.
In addition to (d) in table 4.3, we provide a sensitivity analysis for the
choice of information criterion for the AR pre-filtering in table 4.4. We
compare AICc, AIC and BIC. We find BIC to be best overall, followed by
AIC and AICc that exhibit identical performance, but none is consistently
best for all forecast horizons. For short term forecasting AIC and AICc
perform better. On the other hand, BIC provides better results on longer
term forecasts. BIC penalises additional parameters more strongly, as a
result it includes less terms. Nonetheless, we find that LASSO (set) is still
superior to either LASSO AR (set) BIC or LASSO AR (set) AICc.
All models that use exogenous information, depend highly on the qual-
ity of this information and obviously on the availability of the exogenous
inputs for the future periods. To quantify this we provide the accuracy
performance when we assume that the future values of the indicators are
known, i.e. for the ‘Oracle’ forecasts. Table 4.5 provides the conditional
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forecasting results. Note that the ‘Oracle’ models can potentially use short
order lags for the input variables even for long forecast horizons, in con-
trast to the unconditional forecasts, as discussed above.
The ‘Oracle LASSO (set)’ results show that the overall forecast perfor-
mance could improve by 8.6% compared to ‘LASSO (set)’ if the values of
the indicators in the future were known. The MAPE of the conditional
model is lower on each horizon. This indicates that shorter-term leading
information is relevant, which is not possible to retain in longer term un-
conditional forecasts. Observe that although the results indicate that if
reliably predicted indicators were available these can increase the fore-
casting performance, the loss of accuracy in our unconditional forecasting
setup is smaller than the observed gains over the current forecasting for
the case company.
In contrast to the results in table 4.3, ‘Oracle Step Reg’ improves upon
the regression that includes only one indicator ‘Oracle Lin Reg’. The condi-
tional stepwise regression can benefit from better input information, while
‘Oracle Lin Reg’ suffers from overfitting, performing worse than ‘Lin Reg’.
Next, we turn our attention to the inputs that are used by LASSO. It
selects on average 15 variables for the first horizon h = 1, but only 10 for
h = 12. From these selected variables, as we build different models for each
forecast horizon, several lagged indicators are retained throughout. From
the 12,984 initial variables consider by ‘LASSO (set)’, it ends up selecting
a much smaller pool of 88 variables on average, for each time series across
all horizons and origins. In this pool, on average 61 indicators are unique
and the remaining are reused.
For the different time series, one to seven lagged indicators are selected
by the LASSO all the time across origins and horizons. This set of variables
naturally decreases across longer horizons, as our forecasts are uncondi-
tional. This indicates that these indicators contain important information,
as they are picked consistently. These indicators have stronger link with
the sales series and represent different types of information, such as em-
ployment in automobile dealers, national passenger car registrations and
Consumer Prices Index for solid fuel prices.
One of the common type of indicators that appears for several time se-
ries, over different horizons and rolling origins is the ‘Passenger Car Regis-
trations’. These indicators are available on a country level, so one or multi-
ple of these indicators appear in the model. The leading effect of this type
of indicator varies between 1 and 4 months. The selection fits our initial
hypothesis about potential drivers of demand for the case company.
As the horizon increases, we use only longer lags of the indicators. We
are interested whether as the horizon increases, if the order of the indica-
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tors increases as well or instead different indicators are used. We see that
47 lagged indicators from the pool of 88 variables are selected more than
once on different horizons. Seventeen indicators in this pool are selected
with different lags over multiple horizons. LASSO selects the same indi-
cators multiple times, but increases the lag of the indicator as the horizon
increases. As an individual LASSO model is formulated for each separate
horizon, 11 of these 17 indicators have simultaneously multiple lags in
several of the individual LASSO models.
Based on these findings we argue that, under the proposed framework,
LASSO was able to identify and select important leading indicators, with
resulting improvements in forecasting accuracy over current practice and
benchmarks.
Table 4.6 exhibits the type of indicators that were chosen over all se-
ries, over several horizons and several origins. The selection percentage
that indicators from these groups were selected are shown for each type.
Likewise, the most occurring indicator units are displayed for each group.
We notice that the selected indicators originate most from the groups of
labour, consumer price index and government services. The most frequent
type of indicators are trade, private services and manufacturing.
Table 4.6: Most selected types of indicators.
Type of indicator Percentage selected Most frequent indicator units
Labour 18.5 Persons, USD/Week, %, % change, Hours
Consumer price index 12.4 Index, Growth rate, %, % change
Government services 9.6 Persons, % change, Index
Retail trade 9.3 Persons, Index, Hours
Financial Activities 8.5 Persons, Index, % change, USD
Private services 8.3 Persons, %, % change
Transport and Automotive 6.4 Persons, USD, Index, % change
Manufacturing 5.8 Hours, USD, Net %, Index
Food Manufacturing 5.0 Persons, Rate, % change
Education & Health services 4.4 Persons, % change
Wholesale Trade 3.6 Persons, USD, %, USD/Week
Tourism 2.6 Persons
Recession Indicator 1.5 Index
Construction 1.1 Hours, Net %, Index, USD/Week
Mining 1.0 Persons, Hours, % change
International trade 1.0 Growth rate, USD, National currency, Index
Exchange rate 0.6 Index, %, National currency units/USD
Housing 0.2 Persons, % change, Units
Investment goods 0.1 %, USD
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Figure 4.5: Most selected leading effects among the indicators.
In figure 4.5, we review the selected leading order of the selected in-
dicators. As outlined in figure 3.9, leading effects are only available when
forecasting a horizon that is smaller or equal than this leading effect. Due
to this unconditional setup, the leading effect 12 can be selected for all
horizons, while the leading effect 1 can only be selected for one horizon.
In figure 4.5, we adjust for this effect. We observe that the leading order
of 12 months is selected frequently. The group of second most selected
leading effects is 1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 11 months ahead. Leading effects over
different indicators that are multiples of 3 can be explained by leading
quarterly dynamics of the indicators. The effect of 1 month ahead could
indicate a short-term close related effect.
Figure 4.6: Adapted methodology to introduce PCA in the framework. The resulting
model is represented as ‘Factor LASSO’.
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A majority of research in the literature overview in table 2.2 makes use
of factor models to cope with a large amount of external predictors. Factor
models use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to calculate orthogonal
Principal Components of the external predictors. These Principal Com-
ponents are new variables that explain a maximum of variance of all the
external variables. In this approach, the obtained Principal Components
each are a linear combination of all of the leading indicators. One disad-
vantage of this approach is that it is more complicated to explain the model
to supply chain managers.
For this case, we extend our analysis to incorporate this factor model
approach. The PCA is carried out and the framework in figure 3.1 then
changes to figure 4.6. In this approach, we choose to lag the judgemental
set of indicators first, merge them with the univariate variables and then
calculate the Principal Components. These are then used as an input for
LASSO. We review this methodology as ‘Factor LASSO (set)’.
2 4 6 8 10 12
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Forecasting Accuracy
Forecast Horizon
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AP
E
Holt−Winters
ETS
LASSO (set)
Factor LASSO (set)
Figure 4.7: Forecast accuracy of ‘Factor LASSO (set)’ over the different forecast
horizons.
The number of components that are calculated is equal to the initial
number of variables in the data set. However, the number of informative
components (Principal Components) is equal to n− 1. In this way, dimen-
sionality reduction is achieved. We see in figure 4.7 that the ‘Factor LASSO
(set)’ does not improve over ‘LASSO (set)’ for a majority of the forecast
horizons. On long term however, the model does not seem to deteriorate
as much as ‘LASSO (set)’.
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4.2.2 Case 2: Glass fibre manufacturer
In this case, we investigate whether we can extend our framework to lower
sales levels. The case contains sales data of an international manufacturer
of glass fibre and related products. This glass fibre is mainly used in glass
wool and for composite products. Glass fibre insulation or glass wool is
used for thermal insulation and soundproofing, as the fibres of glass are
arranged into a texture similar to wool. The main sales of this company
are glass reinforced plastics. Here, a fibre reinforced polymer is made of
a plastic matrix by fine fibres of glass. This matrix is very light and it
can well absorb impact energy. These are used in a wide range of mar-
ket segments, such as: aerospace, defence, industrial applications, marine,
transportation and wind energy. Some examples of end products that can
consist of these glass reinforced plastics are helicopter rotor blades, hel-
mets, gasoline storage tanks, boat hulls, truck cabs, cargo containers and
wind turbine blades. In periods of economic growth, increased invest-
ments are made in these different market segments. This is our motiva-
tion to consider including macroeconomic leading indicators in the sales
forecast modelling.
The sales series that are examined represent sales of one business unit
with end markets for US, AP and EU. The data shown in figure 4.8 is used
to train the models, covering from January 2011 to April 2015. The val-
ues on the y axis have been omitted for reasons of confidentiality. Visual
inspection clearly shows seasonal patterns in the series. Using statistical
testing for trend and seasonality, we find that all series exhibit seasonality
and only the first series ‘EU’ has a damped trend.
In this experiment, a 12 month forecast is evaluated over a rolling ori-
gin setup for the period May 2015 to November 2016. In contrast to the
first case, these sales series occur on a lower level within the company.
For this case, no judgemental preselection of the indicators has been per-
formed.
Table 4.7 exhibits the MAPE forecasting accuracy results over seven
rolling origins. Analogously as in the first case, the forecast accuracy is
shown for the forecasts from 1 to 12 months ahead. Different point (a-d)
in the table are highlighted in the text. (a) In this case, we find that the
family of exponential smoothing models (ETS) performs best on nearly all
horizons. (b) Overall, we see that ‘LASSO (all)’ performs second best. This
is also the case for the forecast horizons 1 to 6. (c) Considering all models
that include leading indicators, we find that LASSO outperforms ‘Lin Reg’
and ‘Step Reg’. These findings are in line with the first experiment. (d) The
impact of adding a moving average process to the methodology confirms
the findings of the first case. The findings are similar when reviewing the
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Figure 4.8: Business unit sales series and their geographic markets
results for MASE and GMRAE, which are added in annex B.
Looking at the forecast performance at the level of the individual se-
ries, we find that LASSO outperforms ETS for the series ‘AP’, but performs
worse for the sales series of ‘US’ and ‘EU’. The performance of LASSO can
originate from different factors. Some of the end markets of the company,
such as aerospace, defence and marine are government driven and can be
less sensitive to economic dynamics. Furthermore, the company supplies
products to various market segments. This diversification makes the over-
all sales more robust to fluctuations. Declining sales in one market can be
averaged out by growing sales in another market. This can make it difficult
to identify the relationship between the overall sales and macroeconomic
leading indicators.
To get a better understanding why ETS outperforms LASSO, we check
the adequacy of LASSO via residual analysis, and compare this to ETS. One
additional complexity is that one ETS model is fitted per rolling origin,
but a separate LASSO model is fitted for each horizon. Detailed analysis
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of models in table 4.7 is relevant as the number of time series is limited.
Furthermore, these time series are expensive time series as they cover tac-
tical sales of the company. Therefore, the residual analysis is discussed in
detail below. The residuals ri are calculated on the in-sample training data
as follows:
ri = Yi − Yˆi , (4.4)
where Yˆi are the fitted values of the model and Yi are the actual observed
data points of the sales series.
The residuals of the ETS model and the LASSO are both normally dis-
tributed and do not exhibit any significant structural auto-correlation. Fig-
ure 4.9 shows the relationship between the target time series and the resid-
uals. While the residuals of ETS are seemingly random distributed, there
is a linear behaviour between the residuals of LASSO and the sales series.
This could indicate remaining structure in the residuals.
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Figure 4.9: Residual plots of ETS and LASSO on EU sales for the first rolling origin
Reviewing the relationship between residuals and target series across
time series, origins and horizons, we find that the residuals of ETS are far
less correlated with the sales series than the residual of LASSO.
The residuals of the formulated LASSO models across forecast horizon
and rolling origin are tested for remaining structure. More specifically,
an ETS model is estimated on the residuals of each LASSO model and the
trend and seasonal components are reviewed. Seasonality is clearly found
in 17% of all the models. Furthermore, visual inspection and testing via
Friedman test indicates that 52% of the residual series exhibit weak sea-
sonality. No trend is identified via ETS, but visual inspection and testing
via Cox-Stuart suggests that some weak residal trend is present in 74% of
the series. The residal analysis of ETS shows no residual seasonality or
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Figure 4.10: Seasonality plots of the residuals of ETS and LASSO (h=1) for sales ‘EU’
for the first rolling origin
trend. However, the Cox-Stuart test finds 19% of the series to have some
weak residual trend.
Figure 4.10 shows a seasonal boxplot of the residual series of ETS and
LASSO for the sales series ‘EU’ for the first rolling origin and the first hori-
zon for the LASSO model. The boxplots are shown for each month in the
year, and account for any residual trend that is present. The dotted line
is the zero-effect line. We can see that all boxplots of ETS lay on the zero-
effect line. However, for the LASSO residuals, some months do not cross
the zero-effect line.
One possible explanation for seasonality in the residual of LASSO, is
that the modelled seasonality is shrunk by the λ parameter, leaving some
of the seasonal pattern in the residuals. Herefore, we look into the set
of selected variables of the LASSO methodology. We see that no seasonal
dummies are selected within LASSO, which can have three causes. Either
(i) no seasonality is present in the sales series, (ii) seasonality is present
in the sales series, but no seasonality is modelled by LASSO, or (iii) the
LASSO model incorporates seasonality in a different way than the seasonal
dummies. As discussed before, all sales series exhibit seasonality. Further-
more, the fitted values of LASSO are seasonal, which points towards reason
(iii), i.e. LASSO could incorporate seasonality different than via seasonal
dummies. The seasonal pattern in the model fit is modelled via the indi-
cators. Stated differently, LASSO selects indicators based on the seasonal
pattern that is present. While the seasonal dummies in our framework
aim to capture the seasonal component, LASSO prefers seasonal indica-
tors. One potential reason for this is that our assumption on deterministic
seasonal behaviour is too strict. However, selecting indicators on seasonal
patterns is prone to spurious correlation. This argument also can be made
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for spurious correlated trends.
One potential approach to overcome the problem of spurious correla-
tion is to first make the sales series stationary, before feeding the series
in the LASSO methodology. In this approach, only stationary predictors
will be of interest for LASSO. The first differencing of the sales series will
remove the trend in the series. The resulting series will then exhibit the
growth rate of the sales. The leading indicators can then be selected on
the added value on the growth rate of the sales series, and forecast the
sales trend in this way. Seasonal differencing can performed on top of first
differencing for the sales series to make the sales stationary. This could
avoid that indicators are selected on correlated seasonal patterns. Future
research could give us more insight in the issue on hand.
4.2.3 Case 3: Steel manufacturer for machine construction
The third case has sales data of a manufacturing company which produces
all kinds of finished steel goods as forged billets, steel axles, steel force
wire rod and flat steel plates. The data covers sales data of for 25 product
groups. The sales of these steel products are linked to machine construc-
tion. We argue that increasing economic growth can lead to higher demand
in steel for construction of machines. An increase in economic activity
may cause an increased demand for manufacturers. As their production
increases, these companies can opt to invest in expanding their capacity
and performing more maintenance on the current production machines.
This could lead to an increase steel for machine construction, with some
shift in time.
Global Sales
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Figure 4.11: Company sales series
Figure 4.11 shows the sales data. The overall sales clearly exhibit a
seasonal pattern. This is also found via statistical testing. The forecast-
ing models are estimated on the period January 2010 to April 2015. A 12
month forecast is formulated over a rolling origin setup for the period of
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May 2015 to November 2016. Here, no judgemental preselection is per-
formed on the pool of indicators.
Our proposed framework is reviewed against the benchmark models
discussed in table 4.8. The MAPE results indicate that no model performs
consistently well. (a) Overall, the Holt-Winters model is performing best.
(b) The ‘LASSO (all)’ model has a bad forecasting performance overall.
Especially for horizons 1 to 4, the MAPE is much higher than ‘Lin Reg’
and ‘Step Reg’.
4.3 Conclusion
The proposed framework for selecting relevant macroeconomic indicators
and their appropriate leading effects is evaluated on three different busi-
ness cases. The LASSO model is benchmarked to six univariate models and
two models that can perform variable selection and modelling. The exper-
iments are evaluated over a rolling origin to get more robust estimates of
the model forecasting accuracy. Three different forecast accuracy metrics
are reviewed to avoid any bias in the findings due to the limitations of
each accuracy metric. The parametrisation of the regularisation parame-
ter λ in LASSO is obtained via cross-validation to mitigate any potential
overfitting due to the limited historical data.
The first case considers global sales data from a supplier to the tire in-
dustry. Here, four variants of our model framework are reviewed. First, a
judgemental preselected set of indicators is included in the model to per-
form the selection with LASSO. Prefiltering of the indicators simplifies the
modelling exercise significantly. Second, autoregressive information of the
sales is added to the preselected set of indicators. Third, the complete pool
of indicators is fed into the model. The fourth variant assumes known val-
ues of the indicators to give insight in the accuracy loss due to not knowing
the future values of the indicators. We find that our proposed framework
with a preselected set of indicators outperforms all other models, and im-
proves on the company benchmark by 18.8%. In interviews with the global
supply chain manager the expectation is that this increase in accuracy re-
sults in substantial reductions of Work-In-Process and Work-In-Capital.
The global supply chain manager of this company argued that this differ-
ence is sufficient to physically relocate constructed machine resources to
different production plants to take advantage of the increased forecast ac-
curacy. Furthermore, given the provided insights on key indicators and
their effects, the company can be more agile to potential opportunities
and threats coming from the economic environment. The model allows
management to simulate what-if scenarios of substantial changes in the
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macroeconomic conditions, for instance stemming from wider economic
events or political decisions. Since the important leading indicators are
known, as well as their lead order, wider effects can be accounted to these
and in turn to the company sales.
The second and third case describes sales data on a lower level of ag-
gregation. Here the sales of a glass fibre manufacturer and a steel manu-
facturer for machine construction are reviewed. Whereas the sales data of
the first case occurs on a high level of aggregation, we can expect macroe-
conomic dynamics to have an impact on these sales. However, on lower
level of aggregation, macroeconomic dynamics may be less important, and
the importance of univariate structure may increase in these series. Nev-
ertheless, we aim to extend the framework to this type of data. The results
of case 2 and case 3 indicate a worse forecast performance. However, no
judgemental preselection has been performed for these cases. Another po-
tential explanation for this is that the univariate structure explains most
of the variance. Equal shrinkage of the exogenous and univariate structure
‘misleads’ LASSO, and remaining structure can be seen in the residuals of
the models. Furthermore, the sales data of the second and third case do
not have sales data during the economic crisis in 2007-2009. In typical lin-
ear regression estimation, the model needs a clear occurrence on which the
relationship can be estimated between the macroeconomic indicators and
the sales series. A second potential reason for the performance of ‘LASSO
(all)’ can be that the model needs data from a clear occurrence, such as the
crisis in 2007-2009, to be able to select relevant macroeconomic leading
indicators.
5
Impact of forecasting uncertainty
on tactical capacity planning
In the previous chapters, we propose using leading indicator information
in tactical forecasting. We considered macroeconomic variables and found
that these can provide early indications of changes in market dynamics.
In this, forecasting accuracy is the key performance metric used to com-
pare the quality of competing forecast models. However, it is important
assessing the impact of including additional information on decision mak-
ing directly, as forecast accuracy metrics are proxies of the real decision
associated costs. The results presented in Chapter 4 focus on tactical sales
with different end markets. In this chapter however, we review the tacti-
cal sales on a plant level to discuss our framework. Although these sales
time series are somewhat lower in the hierarchical structure (as outlined
in figure 1.1), the tactical decisions are made on this planning level. In
what follows, we examine a case study of capacity planning decision at
plant level of a manufacturer. Through an inventory simulation setup,
we evaluate the effect of forecast models that incorporate external infor-
mation directly in terms of achieving target service levels and inventory
performance. Furthermore, we provide an approach to indicate capacity
alerts, which can serve as input for global capacity pooling decisions. This
chapter concludes by demonstrating the added value of leading indicator
information in forecasting models, when evaluated directly on capacity
planning. Furthermore, it provides additional evidence to the existing lit-
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erature that traditional metrics of forecast accuracy have only a weak link
with the real decision costs, in particular for capacity planning.
5.1 Introduction
In a manufacturing context, production needs to be planned well in ad-
vance, so that production capacity can be pooled on a global scale. A key
requirement in tactical capacity planning is to anticipate the future total
demand and ensure availability of adequate production capacity. Neces-
sary inputs for this are reliable demand predictions for the future periods,
which must also accommodate for the associated supply chain risks [112].
The latter are typically handled by calculating safety stock requirements,
which in turn are based on the variability of the forecast errors [91], as the
future demand is unknown and must be predicted.
Therefore, the total capacity requirements are conditional on demand
forecasts, accounting for forecast error variability. Yet, the selection of
forecasting models is typically done on accuracy metrics [36], which is a
myopic choice as they consider solely the first moment of the error dis-
tribution and ignore higher moments, which can have significant impli-
cations for decision making [15]. In this chapter we address this issue by
performing an inventory simulation to estimate the demand risk, accom-
modating specific company practices, such as the inventory policy. We
contrast the performance of forecasting models selected in the conven-
tional way, by assuming that forecast accuracy is an adequate proxy for
evaluating the quality of predictions for capacity planning decisions, and
according to the proposed inventory simulation based evaluation that es-
timates the demand risk explicitly.
Using inventory performance metrics is in line with the literature that
argues forecasting models used for inventory management should be eval-
uated as such [10, 75, 133]. The motivating difference in this work is the
problem context. In contrast to operational inventory decisions that are
short-term, tactical capacity planning requires longer term forecasts that
have to account for potential changes in the market dynamics. The major-
ity of supply chain management forecasting is based on univariate meth-
ods, which extrapolate demand patterns from the past, with the potential
superposition of market information judgementally by experts [37]. As
stated in section 2.1, this faces two problems, experts have inconsistent
performance [128] and extrapolative forecasts are incapable of capturing
changes in the market dynamics. Furthermore, it could be argued that us-
ing experts can be an expensive and labour intensive task. Sagaert et al.
[107] argued that including external macroeconomic leading indicators
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can be beneficial in tracking changes in the business environment, lead-
ing to improved tactical-strategic forecasts.
This chapter extends this research by investigating the usefulness of
leading macroeconomic indicators for tactical capacity planning, by in-
cluding this information on the plant level. We perform our analysis on
a real case of a manufacturer with multiple plants in different countries
and contrast the use of state-of-the-art extrapolative forecasting methods
and using leading indicators. We demonstrate that should one choose the
best forecasts based on accuracy metrics, a suboptimal solution would be
reached as the supply chain risk would not be accounted for fully. On
the other hand, using the proposed evaluation demonstrates that leading
indicators enhance forecasts in a variety of circumstances.
We propose a more realistic assessment of the forecast quality by eval-
uating both the first and second moment of the forecast distribution. No-
tably, the literature on assessing forecasting quality for capacity planning
is sparse and our findings highlight both successful forecasting models for
this purpose and provide a valid evaluation framework. We demonstrate
the usefulness of leading indicators in forecasts for tactical capacity plan-
ning and discuss implications for practice. In particular, given the typical
overreliance on forecast accuracy metrics instead of considering supply
chain risk for choosing the appropriate forecasting model.
5.1.1 Case Study
The dataset contains real sales data from 5 global plants of a tire man-
ufacturer for the period of 2005-2015. Two of these plants only started
in April, 2010 and data starts from this point onwards. The period on
which the models are fit is 2005:01-2012:12 and the test period is 2013:01-
2014:12. The time series are found to be trended and seasonal, as verified
by statistical tests and visual inspection. In our experiments, we forecast
6 months ahead, in a rolling origin setting. In the company production,
there is a production stand-off of 5 months, so forecasts of h = 6 months
are needed to plan production.
The set of potential leading indicators consists of 1,011 monthly vari-
ables and is the result of a coarse pre-filtering by one of the plant man-
agers. As outlined in section 3.1.3, all external data is retrieved from the
Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED). The indicators consist of different
types of data, covering different aspects of the macroeconomic dynamics.
Table 5.1 provides examples of some of these groups that consist in the
pool of managerial pre-filtered indicators.
The framework, proposed in chapter 3 is applied to in this case study.
In this, the optimal leading effect of the indicators is determined by LASSO.
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Recall that the indicators need to be lagged in time, at every potential rel-
evant lag (1 to L) prior to inputting them to the LASSO. This enlarges the
set of indicators by a factor L. Here, we accommodate for leading effects
up to one year ahead and set L = 12. In order to forecast h = 1, the model
needs to select the most relevant predictor from a set of 12,132 (1,011x12)
shifted indicators and 11 seasonal dummies. For h = 2, the set becomes
smaller, amounting to 11,121 (1,011x11) lagged indicators and 11 seasonal
dummies, which is necessary due to the unconditional setup of the LASSO
model, as outlined in section 3.3.
Table 5.1: Examples of indicators clusters and their typical units
Cluster of indicators Unit
Total inventories value at Manufacturers Million of Dollars
Total shipments value at Manufacturers Million of Dollars
Passenger car registrations Index
Diffusion index of national activity Index
National index of consumer prices for
fuel Index
National index of consumer prices for
electricity Index
National index of consumer prices for
passenger transport Index
Consumer price index for motor vehicle
parts Index or Growth Rate Previous Period
Domestic auto production volume Thousands of Units
Motor vehicle retail sales Thousands of Units
Business and consumer motor vehicle loans
outstanding Millions of Dollars
Import and export of fuels National currency or Index
Unemployment level Thousands of Persons
Personal income Billions of Dollars
5.1.2 Benchmark models
We compare the forecast model using exogenous indicators with three tra-
ditional forecasting models. First, the Naive model (or Random Walk) as-
sumes that the sales history is uninformative, and constructs a forecast
that is equal to the last observation for the next h periods. Note that since
the Naive requires no parameters to be estimated, or input from the mod-
eller, it is a fundamental benchmark that more complex forecasts should
out-perform to be of value.
Second, we use the case company current forecast as a benchmark,
which is the Holt-Winters method. For this evaluation, we implement
Holt-Winters within the state-space exponential smoothing family of mod-
els [70] that provides both likelihood expression to optimise the model pa-
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rameters and analytical expressions for multi-step error variance.
Third, we allow for the complete exponential smoothing (ETS) family
of models, choosing the most appropriate one by Akaike Information Cri-
terion corrected for sample size (AICc). Given the widespread use of expo-
nential smoothing models in supply chain forecasting, we do not present
the different models here and refer the reader to Hyndman and Khandakar
[66] for the details. Nonetheless, we note that the complete family of mod-
els allows for stochastic trend and seasonality of various forms, and the er-
ror term of the model may interact additively or multiplicatively, resulting
in a very wide number of time series that it performs well. In fact, Gard-
ner [45] reports the good performance and widespread use of the models
in both academia and practice.
The motivation behind our benchmark choices is to assess the added
value of incorporating leading indicators over well established univariate
forecasting models, as well as the current company forecast, to demon-
strate any added value of the more complex model.
5.2 Production and inventory simulation
In this section, we link the evaluation of different forecasting models with
the associated impact on service level and inventory. First, the estimation
of the out-of-sample forecast uncertainty is discussed. Second, the im-
plications on production of the different forecast models is outlined. In
order to assess the supply chain implications, the evaluation metric needs
to account for model specific forecast uncertainty. Therefore, a production
simulation is designed in order to evaluate the inventory effect of differ-
ent models. In this simulation, a production standoff is in place as this
is common in practice. Following on this, the mathematical calculations
of the simulation study are outlined. Thereafter, the metrics of inventory
position and fill rate are presented.
5.2.1 Estimation of forecast uncertainty
The demand process follows an unknown stochastic model, associated with
some uncertainty. Based on the observed values Y1, . . . ,Yt at period t, the
model then proposes a random variable Yˆt,h as the projected demand h
periods later, with distribution Ft,h(x) = Prob[Yˆt,h 6 x].
In the literature two approaches have been advocated to asses the un-
certainty of the stochastic process. One is suggesting to use the variance of
demand to estimate this uncertainty [for example, see 58], while the other
suggests the variability of the forecast error [for example, 110]. Although
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there are cases that these two may converge, the latter is more general. This
is easy to exemplify considering a deterministic seasonal demand pattern,
the variance of which is non-zero, yet it implies no uncertainty and an ap-
propriate forecasting model would result in zero errors. Therefore here we
follow the second approach.
Nonetheless, in estimating the uncertainty for multi-step-ahead fore-
casts there is no single approach. Given a forecasting model, the expec-
tation of Yˆt,h is the point forecast Yˆt,h, which is associated with a forecast
error et,h. We typically assume that the error is Gaussian with zero mean
and standard deviation σ . When a forecasting model is available, typically
there are analytical expressions of σ for multi-step forecasts [for example
66, provides such for the exponential smoothing family of models], which
require an estimate of the observed one-step ahead forecast error σˆ1. This
is typically calculated as:
σˆ1 =
√√
1
N
N∑
i=1
(Yi − Yˆi−1,1)2, (5.1)
on the available N historical demand observations and is the well known
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). Although there is research that has
demonstrated that estimating σ1 on the in-sample data will underesti-
mate the size of the uncertainty, as the same sample is used to parametrise
the forecasting model [15], it is commonly used to derive estimates of the
multi-step error variance.
However, for the case of the model discussed in chapter 3 (Figure 3.1)
that utilises the leading indicator information due to the unconditional
forecasting setup, a different model is produced for each forecast horizon
h. Therefore, we can estimate directly the standard deviation for each re-
spective horizon, σˆh directly from each of the h models as follows:
σˆh =
√√
1
N − h+ 1
N∑
i=h
(Yi − Yˆi−h,h)2. (5.2)
Note that the theoretically calculated σˆh typically inflates for increasing
h, depending on the model form. This is imposed by the iterative nature
of how forecasts are produced, i.e. the forecast for period t + h − 1 is used
to produce the t + h period forecast, and any errors that occur in periods
preceding t + h propagate to that period, introducing covariances, thus in-
flating the expected uncertainty, which leads to the commonly assumed
behaviour that forecast uncertainty increases for multi-step forecasts. This
is not the case for the leading indicator model. For each horizon a different
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model is used and no propagation of errors occurs. Therefore, a further
advantage of the proposed forecasting approach is that it avoids the afore-
mentioned introduction of covariances, retaining the forecast uncertainty
to lower levels.
5.2.2 Inventory simulation
We design an inventory simulation, which allows us to simulate the pro-
duction over a rolling origin and evaluate the evolution of the inventory,
comparing the effect of different forecasting models as input. Our assump-
tions for the inventory process are the following:
• The inventory of a particular (group of) item(s) has a periodic review
at fixed periods of 1 month.
• Production of items is Make-to-Stock and happens continuously through-
out the period, but observing the inventory position and satisfying
demand with items from the inventory is done once at the end of
every period.
• In our context, the inventory is controlled by the decision of how
much of those items to produce in each period. A variant of the clas-
sical service level method, see e.g. [123], is used which involves solv-
ing a so-called newsboy problem in every period. As a complication
however, there is a production planning stand-off of g − 1 periods
which means that at period t (i.e. at the end of period t) the quanti-
ties to be produced in periods t + 1 to t + g −1 are already committed
in previous periods and can no longer be altered.
Figure 5.1 visualises the production environment in monthly buckets.
Figure 5.1: Allocation of the production in period t + g, to be decided at the end of
period t, in case of a production standoff of g − 1 periods
Let Pt be the amount of items produced in period t and the inventory po-
sition (on-hand minus backorders) at the end of period t is observed to be
It . As in previous sections, let Yt be the actual demand in period t and Yˆt,h
the random variable in period t+h as forecasted at period t, with the point
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forecast Yˆt,h as the expected value of the forecast distribution and standard
deviation σˆt,h. At t, the future production quantities Pt+1 to Pt+g−1 are al-
ready established so that the inventory position at t+g−1 can be estimated
as
Iˆt,g−1 = It +
g−1∑
h=1
(Pt+h − Yˆt,h) . (5.3)
The demand at t + g will be satisfied entirely whenever
It+g−1 + Pt+g > Yt+g . (5.4)
If we choose to produce Pt+g items, the probability that the demand in
period t + g is not entirely satisfied can be estimated as
αˆ(Pt+g ) = Prob[Iˆt,g−1 + Pt+g < Yˆt,g ]
= Prob[It +
g−1∑
h=1
(Pt+h − Yˆt,h) + Pt+g < Yˆt,g ]
= Prob[
g∑
h=1
Yˆt,h > Pt+g + It +
g−1∑
h=1
Pt+h] (5.5)
Given the (continuous) distribution function
F∗t,g (x) = Prob[
g∑
h=1
Yˆt,h 6 x ], (5.6)
of the summed forecasted demand and a certain acceptable shortage prob-
ability αt+g for period t+g, the production quantity Pt+g in that period can
be allocated as
Pt+g = F
∗−1
t,g (1−αt+g )− It −
g−1∑
h=1
Pt+h , (5.7)
The challenge therefore is to obtain the distribution function (5.6) from
the forecasting model. Currently the forecasting models do not account
for correlation in the demand sequence Y1, . . . ,Yt . In fact, it is assumed that
the forecasts Yˆt,h ∼ N (Yˆt,h, σˆ2t,h), h > 0, form an independent sequence so
the distribution function F∗t,g (x) is again that of a normal random variable
g∑
h=1
Yˆt,h ∼ N
( g∑
h=1
Yˆt,h,
g∑
h=1
σˆ2t,h
)
. (5.8)
The above proposes a sequential (period-by-period) way of allocating the
production, assuming there are no constraints on how much the company
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can produce in a period. Unless items in stock can be removed by means
other than customer demand (e.g. transfer to other plants), an obvious con-
straint on the production would be that it is nonnegative. That is, alloca-
tion (5.7) becomes
Pt+g = max
(
0,F∗−1t,g (1−αt+g )− It −
g−1∑
h=1
Pt+h) . (5.9)
This strategy aims at producing as late as possible, i.e. in the period where
the demand is. However, if there would be an upper bound on the produc-
tion capacity in this period t as Pt 6 CMax , the current sequential ‘myopic’
planning may not be optimal or even acceptable. For example, suppose the
forecast tells us now that with high certainty there will be a large demand
5 periods later which largely exceeds the upper bound on the capacity.
The myopic strategy would fail to build up the inventory and prepare for
this event, resulting in an unacceptably low fill rate in that period. The
problem would then need to be reformulated using a finite planning hori-
zon of H > g − 1 periods [see e.g. 99]. However, as production plants in
a global network do not face a strict capacity constraint, but merely a ca-
pacity pooling problem, this simulation would need to imply centralised
optimisation. Yet, the decision in our case study is managerial, and plant
specific. So this approach would not anticipate the decision process in
practice.
For a particular plant and forecasting model, we can simulate the re-
sulting inventory process It during the forecasting test period, i.e. from
period N + 1 (right after the training period) to N + T . Throughout the T
periods of the simulation, the actual inventory at the end of each period t
is determined as
IN = 0 , It = It−1 + Pt −Yt , N < t 6N + T ,
where the production quantities Pt are planned period by period, always
using the most recently available forecasts of the future demand. To judge
how well a forecasting model performs, we use average on-hand inventory
and the fill rate (FR) achieved over the T periods as performance metrics.
Recall that fill rate refers to the average fraction of demanded items in a
period which can be obtained immediately from stock, without backorder-
ing. Let Y (p)t and I
(p)
t respectively be the actual demand in period t and the
inventory position at the end of period t for plant p. Then
I¯+(p) =
1
T
n+T∑
t=n+g
max(0, I (p)t ) , (5.10)
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and
FR(p) =
∑n+T
t=n+g max(0,Y
(p)
t + min(0, I
(p)
t ))∑n+T
t=n+g Y
(p)
t
. (5.11)
are the average on-hand inventory and the fill rate (FR) estimated during
the test period. Note that we left out the first g − 1 periods in these esti-
mates.
5.3 Performance measures
We evaluate the performance of the competing models on forecast accu-
racy, estimated uncertainty and on inventory performance. From an ac-
curacy standpoint, we use the Average Relative Root Mean Squared Error
(AvgRelRMSE):
AvgRelRMSEh =
5
√√ 5∏
p=1
RMSEAhRMSEBh
 (5.12)
and
RMSEh =
√√
1
T
T∑
t=1
(
Yt+h − Yˆt,h
)2
. (5.13)
The AvgRelRMSEh is the geometric mean across all five plants (p) of the
RMSE ratio of a forecast over a benchmark, across all evaluation sample,
for a given horizon h. We use ETS as the benchmark forecast, given its
good performance in the literature. If a forecast outperforms ETS, then
AvgRelRMSEh becomes smaller than one and vice-versa. Furthermore, we
can calculate percentage improvements in accuracy over the benchmark as
1−AvgRelRMSEh.
This metric is based on the Average Relative Mean Absolute Error (Av-
gRelMAE) proposed by Davydenko and Fildes [30]. The AvgRelMAE has
been shown to have desirable statistical properties: it does not exhibit the
bias common in percentage based errors; it is scale independent, allowing
us to summarise across the different plants; it is robust to calculation is-
sues; and it is easy to interpret. Here we use RMSE as a basis so as to retain
a direct connection with forecast uncertainty and inventory.
We use a similar metric to compare the estimated forecast uncertainty
between forecasts, as captured by σˆh (section 5.2.1). We define AvgRelσˆh
as:
AvgRelσˆh = 5
√√ 5∏
p=1
 σˆAhσˆBh
, (5.14)
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where σˆAh refers to the evaluated forecast and σˆ
B
h to the benchmark that is
again ETS. The values of AvgRelσˆh are read in the same way as AvgRel-
RMSE, but their key difference is that the former is based on in-sample
estimates of uncertainty, while AvgRelRMSE is calculated on the test set.
Finally to assess inventory performance, a weighted average is taken
across the different plants:
I¯+α =
5∑
p=1
wp I¯
+(p) , and FRα =
5∑
p=1
wpFR
(p) , (5.15)
with weights according to the actual demanded volumes per plant
wp =
∑n+T
t=n+1Y
(p)
t∑5
p=1
∑n+T
t=n+1Y
(p)
t
. (5.16)
In (5.15), the index α refers to the constant parameter value α = αt+g used
in the planning rule (5.9).
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Forecasting accuracy
The accuracy results for AvgRelRMSE for each forecast horizon are pre-
sented in table 5.2. The results summarises the accuracy for the five plants
and the most accurate result is highlighted in boldface.
Table 5.2: Summary AvgRelRMSE at plant level
Forecast
Horizon
1 2 3 4 5 6 Overall
Naive 1.37 1.51 1.46 1.33 1.33 1.44 1.41
Holt-Winters 1.19 1.36 1.29 1.44 1.45 1.56 1.38
ETS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
LASSO 1.09 1.21 1.20 1.14 1.10 1.17 1.15
We find that ETS is consistently performing best, while LASSO that
uses leading indicators is second best. The company’s current forecast-
ing model, Holt-Winters, is substantially worse than these, particularly for
longer horizons. Nonetheless, all forecasts outperform the Naive indicat-
ing that they capture some of the structure in the time series. Overall,
Holt-Winters performs worse than ETS by 38% in terms of accuracy, while
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LASSO is 15% worse compared to ETS. Similar results were obtained by
other accuracy metrics, such as AvgRelMAE and Mean Absolute Percent-
age Error, which are not discussed here for brevity.
The accuracy results indicate that although LASSO outperforms the
company benchmark, it is not adding value over ETS that is considering
only univariate patterns and no exogenous information. Nonetheless, as
argued before, this evaluation focuses on the point forecasts and ignores
the associated forecast uncertainty.
5.4.2 Forecast uncertainty
Figure 5.2 plots the AvgRelσˆh for each model and forecast horizon. The
uncertainty of ETS is always equal to 1 as it is used as basis for the calcu-
lation of AvgRelσˆh. Observe that LASSO across all horizons is associated
with smaller uncertainty, effectively indicating that in-sample it has ex-
plained more variance in the series than the competing models.
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Figure 5.2: AvgRelσˆh for the competing forecasting models
On the other hand, the results for Naive and Holt-Winters indicate
rapid deterioration over ETS as the forecast horizon increases. The un-
certainty is intrinsically tied to inventory management, hence we expect
these results to reflect on inventory performance.
5.4.3 Service level and inventory
Figure 5.3 shows the model performance curves, where 1−Fill Rate is plot-
ted against the average inventory on hand. The Naive and Holt-Winters
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models have substantially higher average onhand inventory and are omit-
ted from this graph for clarity, but notably the worst performer is the cur-
rent company forecast, the Holt-Winters.
The inventory simulation is performed for a range of α parameters, and
the resulting fill rate FRα and inventory I¯+α are shown. The parameter α
represents the acceptable shortage probability, but this is a model specific
parameter which needs to be optimised for each model separately. This op-
timisation of the α happens based on the cost function, where for linearly
increasing holding costs and stockout costs, we can draw the cost function
visually as a linear decreasing function. The overall cost minimum is then
located near to the origin of the both axes. We review the general cases, as
the holding cost and stockout costs are company specific. We can see that
the LASSO model dominates all other models in the cost minimisation.
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Figure 5.3: Performance curves of fill rate versus the average onhand inventory
This result contradicts the accuracy findings. The curve in figure 5.3 is
the result of considering both the forecast uncertainty and the inventory
policy of the company, on top of the point forecasts, hence closer to the
relevant decision. Conversely, the accuracy results in table 5.2 are shown
to be a weak proxy in assessing the quality of the decision.
To further evaluate the quality of the forecasting models we consider
the decision context. In capacity planning it is desirable to have a stable
production planning. The boxplots in figure 5.4 represent the different
production amounts Pt as determined by the inventory simulation over
the test period 2013:06-2014:12. Based on this graph, we can review the
production variability among the different models. The plant capacity can
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be visualised with a horizontal line. When the decided production amount
is above that line, then the decision makers need to act in order to pool
capacity on a global scale.
In the long term, the mean of the production will approximate the av-
erage demand. For all plants individually, we note that the median line
in the box plots are approximately the same over all models. However,
the variability is of huge importance for capacity planning. We want the
variability of the production amounts Pt to be as small as possible, as this
represents more stable production and will lead to fewer capacity prob-
lems. As figure 5.4 indicates, the variation on the decided production is
not equal for different models. The Naive model exhibits the largest devia-
tion in Pt . The production from the inventory simulation, based on LASSO
forecasts exhibits the smallest variability. Looking at the upper quantiles
of the boxplots, we can see that the capacity management will be steered
better with LASSO models.
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Figure 5.4: Box plot of different production quantities per plant. Upper ‘x’ denotes that
there are points outside of the plot area
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the interaction between the proposed forecasting frame-
work with macroeconomic leading indicators and the decision making pro-
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cess on plant level is presented. This problem is an extension of the global
tactical sales forecasting problem. On plant level, tactical capacity plan-
ning requires good performing forecasts. When managing capacity, pro-
duction decisions are made on a mid-term level. This allows companies to
perform global capacity pooling, when the available capacity on the local
production plant is insufficient. The difficulty in this decision process is
that mid-term forecasts typically have more uncertainty than short-term
forecasts. This uncertainty can be assessed by estimating the variance of
the forecast errors. Here, we review models that make use of external in-
formation, such as macroeconomic leading indicators through direct fore-
casting. These models are formulated in an unconditional setup setting,
which results in different forecast models for each forecast horizon. Be-
cause of this, the variances of the forecast errors have all the properties to
be independent from one another. In fact, we see that these variances re-
main stable over time. This would indicate that formulated forecasts with
external leading indicators have less uncertainty around the point fore-
casts, even on longer horizons.
We compared the quality of these forecasts against established univari-
ate forecasting models, on a plant level in a company case. We demonstrate
that the selection and evaluation of different forecasting models should not
happen merely by evaluating the point forecasts. The entire forecast distri-
bution should be taken into account. We evaluated the performance of dif-
ferent models on forecast accuracy, but also directly on measures that are
important for tactical capacity planning, as service level and realised in-
ventory. We found that in this context forecast accuracy was a weak proxy
of the forecast quality.
The results show the usefulness of leading indicators for forecasts that
support mid-term capacity planning decisions. The provided modelling
framework allows effectively selecting amongst a massive set of potential
indicators, while retaining an unconditional forecast setting. Furthermore,
we present evidence in this chapter that evaluating models solely on fore-
cast accuracy is not appropriate in this context. We provide an evaluation
framework to quantify the measures of importance for capacity planning
decisions.

6
Conclusion and perspectives
Supply chain management is concerned with the planning of the opera-
tional and logistic supply chain of a company on medium to long term
horizons. In order to align procurement of raw materials and produc-
tion with the customer demand, the decision making process of supply
chain management needs to have an accurate assessment of future de-
mand. Forecasting sales is often modelled based on extrapolating histori-
cal patterns in the data. Including additional information can improve the
final sales forecasts. Demand planners often insert managerial insights in
the forecasting process or alter the statistical forecast by judgemental ad-
justments, based on additional information. However, these adjustments
are very labour intensive which makes them expensive and not scalable.
Furthermore, human judgement is known to be prone to bias and incon-
sistency [80].
Nowadays, companies operate in a global oriented environment. This
means that decisions need to be taken on a global level. For example, ca-
pacity can easily be pooled across different manufacturing plants around
the world. This requires sales forecasts on the same level. Macroeconomic
indicators can contain leading context information on changing global dy-
namics on such a level. Including these leading indicators could improve
sales forecast performance, especially in volatile environments.
There is little research in this area, and in current research, the gross
domestic product is often used as a proxy for economic activity. However,
this is an aggregate variable, and it does not detail changes in different
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economic sectors. Taking into account more detailed macroeconomic indi-
cators, these various areas of the macroeconomy will be represented sepa-
rately. These areas include a wide range of areas: employment, education,
consumer confidence, business confidence, import and export, construc-
tion, government spending, amongst others. On the other hand, by re-
viewing more detailed macroeconomic indicators, this will make the set of
indicators expand substantially. Moreover, statistical agencies, such as na-
tional banks, IMF, ECB, Eurostat, FRED and OECD, publish an increasing
number of indicators.
Clearly, a selection among these leading indicators needs to be made.
However, identifying the indicators that carry relevant information is par-
ticular challenging as limited historical sales data is available, as often the
case in supply chain environments. Furthermore, leading indicators are
published on monthly or lower frequencies, making them too slow for op-
erational forecasting. Yet, business forecasting on a tactical global level re-
quires medium to long-term forecasts, what makes these macroeconomic
indicators ideal to support the forecasting process.
6.1 Contributions
In this research, we propose a framework that selects informative lead-
ing indicators with their respective leading effects, and combines this ex-
ogenous information with the univariate structure that is present in the
sales series. The framework allows for initial managerial input, as domain
knowledge of the sales data is often available at this level. Consecutively,
the model takes this judgement into account when selecting the relevant
leading indicators. Furthermore, this framework is composed for easy use
in practice. Moreover, it avoids the need to forecast the selected leading in-
dicators. Forecasting the indicators individually would lead to additional
uncertainty in the model.
With this framework outlined in this dissertation, we want to address
our central research question: Can macroeconomic data enrich and improve
tactical forecasting? Therefore, we empirically evaluate the framework on
three different business cases. The first case sales on a global tactical level,
the second and third case extend the use of this framework to the business
unit level. The data includes sales from a supplier to the tire industry, a
glass fibre manufacturer and a steel manufacturer for machine construc-
tion. The LASSO model is benchmarked to six univariate models and two
models that can perform variable selection and modelling. The experi-
ments are evaluated over a rolling origin to get more robust estimates of
the model forecasting accuracy. Three different forecast accuracy metrics
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are reviewed to avoid any bias in the findings due to the limitations of
each accuracy metric. The parametrisation of the model framework with
LASSO is obtained via cross-validation to mitigate any potential overfit-
ting due to the limited historical data.
The contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows: (i) we
demonstrate the usefulness of macroeconomic leading indicators for tacti-
cal sales forecasting and address our main research question; (ii) we pro-
pose a fully automatic methodology that is able to select appropriate indi-
cators and their lead order from a massive variable set; (iii) we demonstrate
the benefits of incorporating expert knowledge for pre-filtering relevant
indicators; (iv) we effectively combine univariate patterns with informa-
tion from external leading indicators; and (v) we address the additional
constraints to deploy this framework in practice, while providing market
insights to managers of relevant leading indicators and their effect on sales.
Furthermore, we conduct deeper analysis of several important aspects
of our methodology. First, a comparison of unconditional (ex ante) fore-
casts against conditional (ex post) ones is made, quantifying the perfor-
mance loss of regression models in practical settings where the future val-
ues of regressors are typically unknown. Second, we provide insight into
the potential accuracy trade-off between using a fully statistical approach
or a human enriched model with experts. Each of these alternatives imply
a different cost for a company. Including managerial expert judgement in
pre-filtering group of potentially useful leading indicators is labour inten-
sive, but this approach has forecasting accuracy gains.
In addition, we review the extension our framework to lower levels de-
cision levels in a company context. However, the results of these cases
indicate that our modelling approach does not perform well on these deci-
sion levels. Various reasons of this performance are given. First, no judge-
mental preselection has been performed for these cases. Second, we note
in the data that the univariate structure explains most of the variance of
the sales series. Third, equal shrinkage of the exogenous and univariate
structure can potentially misleads the selection of relevant variables. Last,
the data does not include historical data from the crisis in 2007-2009, on
which the relationship between the leading indicators and the sales series
can be identified more easily.
Next, we evaluate the framework on supply chain planning for plant
level. We review the impact on capacity planning via production simu-
lations, based on sales forecasts with leading indicators. We find that the
forecast uncertainty related to our modelling framework with leading indi-
cators is less, compared to traditional benchmarks. This is intuitive, as the
forecasts rely on realised values of the leading indicators. This work estab-
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lishes the usefulness of leading indicators for forecasts that support mid-
term capacity planning decisions. We provide a modelling framework that
allows effectively selecting amongst a massive set of potential indicators,
while retaining an unconditional forecast setting. Moreover, we present
evidence that evaluating models solely on forecast accuracy is not appro-
priate in this context. We provide an evaluation framework to quantify the
measures of importance for capacity planning decisions.
6.2 Limitations of this study
Although this work tried to review the main research question extensively,
several limitation of this research should be noted, and directions of future
research are given.
In this analysis we considered only monthly macroeconomic indicators.
Several important macroeconomic indicators are available on different fre-
quencies, such as on a quarterly or yearly basis. Inclusion of different fre-
quency variables can potentially augment the available information in the
model, as well as allow us to use a wider set of inputs beyond macroeco-
nomic indicators, such as information on prices, promotional activities or
competitive actions. In our cases this latter information was not available.
As the database of indicators is large, and a lot of historical data is available
for these indicators, machine learning techniques as clustering and classi-
fication can be reviewed whether they can improve the pre-processing step
of our methodology. In our research, we did not review any feedback loop
mechanism between the human expert and the LASSO model, or a more
structured process to reduce judgemental bias in pre-filtering the indica-
tors. This might be an interesting research direction.
In our methodology, we assume a maximum leading effect of 12 months,
and we choose to select from the available leading effects. This can be mod-
elled differently to include multiple leading effects or fractional leading ef-
fects. In the LASSO model, we do not put any restrictions to the sign of the
variable coefficients. When a positive connection is expected, the coeffi-
cient should have a positive sign. Incorporating this additional constraint
can be further research. Other perspectives include different weighting of
univariate and exogenous information, as these come at a different cost of
obtaining. In this context, the potential of sequential LASSO can be inter-
esting to review.
Another interesting direction is to split the selection and modelling
part of this methodology. Whereas LASSO can retain interesting leading
indicators, the question remains whether other modelling approaches can
benefit from this selection. Alternatively, different selection methods can
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be reviewed. A further modelling aspect that was not investigated is the in-
clusion of potential non-linear effects from the various indicators. Here, no
prior knowledge is obtained of existing non-linear relationships between
the leading indicators and the sales. Furthermore, as the set of indicators
and the volume of indicators to explore is massive, introducing non-linear
structures increases the complexity of the problem.
A worthwhile direction to investigate is analysing the temporal struc-
ture of the sales series for variable selection. Different levels of aggregation
can exhibit different univariate structures and help to better identify rel-
evant indicators. This is of especially interest given the limited historical
sample size.
Translating the impact on the lowest inventory level can provide more
insights in the propagation of the reduced forecast uncertainty at tactical
levels. An interesting approach may combine the exogenous macroeco-
nomic leading indicators on a tactical level with univariate models that
identify the univariate structure on Stock-Keeping-Unit (SKU) level. As
the forecasts on the tactical level incorporate realised values of the lead-
ing indicators, these forecasts exhibit lower uncertainty. Combining these
both approaches can occur via hierarchical forecasting or reconciliation.
The open research question is then whether more certainty on the high
level forecasts results in more narrow prediction intervals on SKU levels,
which in turn can lead to lower stock levels.
In examining the uncertainty around the point forecast of the different
forecasting models, it would be interesting to review the actual coverage
of the prediction intervals, with respect to the test dataset. Furthermore,
the derivation of the theoretical formulas for the prediction intervals could
give much deeper insight in the working of LASSO with leading indicators.
In our production simulation, we formulated a simulation model ac-
cording to the procedures of the company. However, assumptions had to be
made here as well. These are limitations of this research. First, we omitted
10 percent of the Make-To-Order sales, and reviewed only the Make-To-
Stock production. Second, we assumed an infinite available capacity and
backorder capacity, as the production simulations aims to show any poten-
tial capacity problems. Third, we did not incorporate any potential global
capacity pooling policies, as these are often managerial decisions. Fourth,
we simplified the production simulation: we did not incorporate any fixed
monthly costs, we assumed linear evolving production and holding costs.
Fifth, we kept a distinct production standoff, whereas last week changes
may occur in practice due to rush orders. Sixth, we reviewed production
on product family, as the effect on capacity is our main focus. Reviewing
these limitations more thoroughly can be interesting further research.
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B-2 Appendix B. Empirical results MASE and GMRAE
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origin
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the
period
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B-4 Appendix B. Empirical results MASE and GMRAE
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Table
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for
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the
period
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